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ABSTRACT

The terain and environmental features of the Yuma Test Station

Area are the subject of this study. This area in western Arizona

and southeastern California from Yuma to Death Valley is the hottest

and driest part of the United States.

Twenty-six per cent of the Yuma Test Station Area consists of

mountains, most of which are rugged and difficult to traverse. Hills

comprise 17 per cent of the Test Station Area. The terrain is rolling

to rough, although local elevation differences are usually not great.

Plains make up fifty-seven per cent of the Test Station Area and

provide the most suitable locations for most of the various activities

that are being ctnducted at the Test Station. Forty-four per cent

or t~he tootal area is alluvial aprons. Much of the surface consists

of desert pavement, a firm mosaic of pebbles that make a smooth

surface. Desert varnish is a dark coang that has formed on exposed

rock surfaces, both pebbles and bedrock. Except on the floodplains

and along the washes, vegetation is very sparse in the area.

In the opinion of most of the personnel of the test teams that

were interviewed, environmental conditions at the Yuma Test Station

offer" conditions that are suitable for conducting most of the desert

testing programs.
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PWVACS

This report covers a study of the terrain at the Yuma Test Station

in Arisona. It is a part of the evaluation of the YTuma Test Station as

a desert testing site for the Department of the Army.

AUTHORIT!

The work on this program was accomplished under the terms of Contract

No. DA-22-079-eng-134 between the Engineering &.periment Station of Purdue

University and the Waterways Exporiment Station, dated 15 June 1953, as

Project 8-97-10-004 "Military Evaluation of Geographic Areas", which was

assigned to Waterways Experiment Station by the Office of the Chief of

Engineers.

PURPOFW

The purpose of the Purdue study is to study, evaluate, and map the

terrain of the Yuma Test Station area with particular emphasis placed on

the environmental factors which are known to affect military opera tions.

The data thus developed and contained in this report are to be used in

evaluating the suitability and adequacy of the Yumw. Test Station Area for

testing materiel, equipment, and personnel for operations in desert areas

in other parts of the world.

SCoPS

This report presents data on the onvironmental and terrain features

in the vicinity of Yuma, Arisona. Most of the field work was done within

the limits of the military reservation of the Yuma Test Station, Some

work was done in the surrounding regions, including parts of the Kofa Game

Flange, the Imperial Wildlife Refuge, and a test course across the Sand

Hi Hlls in Imperial County, California.

................./-
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( For the purposes of this study the Yuiia Test Station Area, which is

essentially that included in this report, is defined as that area covered

by the series of thirty-two photo maps which were furnished for use on

the project (see Figure 1).

Data for the study and report are the result of three field surveys,

staudy of the aerial photographs, review of literature and existing maps,

and conferences with authoritative sources.

The report is limited to development of a classification system of

terrain and surface conditions, a discussiorn of desert ecology at Yuma

Test Station, detailed discussion of terrain units found at Yuma Test

Station, a discussion of military significance of the terrain and associated

environment, and recommendations and conclusions.

FIEMD TRIPS

Field data for this report were obtained during three field trips.

The first field trip was conducted during December, 1953, and January,

1954. Professor R. B. Frost, the university representative in charge of

the survey, and Professor J. G. Johnstone arrived at the Yuma Test Station

on 8 December 1953. Arrangements for support of the field work were made

with officers of the Test Station, Colonel W. W. Abbey, Comanding. Upon

the recommendation of the Waterways 4xperiment Station, the period from

9-12 December was spent on a trip to Los Angeles for conferring with

Dr. Thomas Clements, Professor of Geology at the University of Southern

California. Dr. Clements had been working on a contract for the Quarter-

master Corps which involved the classification of desert terrain. He has

been conducting private studies in Death Valley and other southwestern

deserts for 25 years and is considered to be an authority an deserts.

SDr. Clements not only made available his desert reports but also gave

considerable first-hand information about many of his observations.
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On 20 DeIslber, Dr. A. A. iundsqs Pardue Bioloog Departumnt, joined

the 1eld psty for the period 20 to 31 Deember for the purpose of

obtaining data about daert vegetation under wiinter conditions. During

this period he was able to Inspect vegetation in representative areas

both an the ground and from the air. Professor Johnstone completed his

porti.on of the field survey and lefft Tum on 22 December. Mr. J. R.

Shepard joined the group on 28 December and remained until completion of

the field work. From 27-30 December, Mr. R. D. Miles joined a field trip

conducted by Dr. Clements (University of Southern California) for a study

of Death Valley. He then joined the field party for the remainder of

the work at Yuma.

Representatives from the Waterways Experiment Station (Dr. J. R.

Schults, Geologist, and Mr. Robert Turner, Engineer) and Purdue University

(Professor K. B. Woods) met for two days with the field party and the

Chief of the Engineer Test Team at the Yuma Test Station (Mr. Edward Uhl,

Jr., Civil Engineer) to discuss a desert classification and to make

plans for the sumner survey.

In addition to the study in and adjacent to the Test Station, two

trips were made twenty miles to the west of Yuma to the large sand dune

area in Imperial County, California. Here is found one of the largest

areas of sand dunes in the country. A two-day trip was made to the Salton

Sea area to study some of the features of that area.

The second field trip consisted of a short tr*,p to Yuma Test Station

by Dr. A. A. Lindsey from 21-27 April, 1954. The purpose of this trip

was to study spring vegetation conditions at Yuma Test Station.



The third trip was conducted during the period 28 May to 30 June

1954. FiAeld arty members were Professor Robert 3, Frost, Professor
James G.. Jolstone5 and Mr. James R. Sh=pF~. Mr. C •arl@ K14L, tgwlo-

gist of the Waterways Experiment Station, joined the field party for

the period of 2-4 June for conferences and' terrain inspection purposes.

The purpose of the last field trip was to obtaiii additional

data during the sunumr period. Many of the original sites and study

areas were revisited during the summer trip, and additional sites

were also visited. In addition to fielt study, many flights were made

over the area for purposes of reconnaissance and obtaining low altitude

oblique photographs of the various terrain features.

OFFICE AND FIELD STUDY PROCEDURES

Prior to departing on the first field trip, a preliminary study of

(j the Yuma Test Station area wae made by reviewing the literature and

studying the available aerial photography, which had a scale of i:40D000.

The airphotos were assembled into mosaics and major boundaries between

the surface materials were drawn. The mosaics were then photographed,

and 14 x 20 inch prints were made for use in facilitating the field

work. The airphotos were then filed in envelopes to be taken into the

field.

Field survey of the Yuma Desert area consisted of detail study of

topography, soils, rocks, and vegetation at locations considered to be

representative of desert terrain in the Yuma area. Samples were obtained

for moisture content, mechanical Lnalysis, and Atterberg limits from

many locations. At some locations field density teats were iun. Notations

were made concerning topography, soil or rock type, vegetation, dust,

"pavement" condition, desert varnish, and any other items that were

considered to be important. k
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Upon arrival at the Tuna Test Station, the field party mude

& a with the personnel of the Station for the use of their

facilities in making the field susvey. The Yuma Test Station

Headquarter;# furunshed transportation facilities -- the use of Jeeps,

a weapons carrier,, hsliocop~er, and L-9 observation plane. MezrJera

of the Engineer Climatic Test Team from Fort Belvoir under the

direction of Mr. Edward Uhl, Jr., actively assistad in many of the

field activities.

After an area had been selected for study, a small mosesIc was

assembled along the proposed route. The airphotos were studied

stereoscopically to 3cato areas that should be tested. The mc~aics

were taken into the field for further uee. Field trips were made

in a Jeep or weapons carrier. These vehicles with four-wheeled drive

and low gear ratio can traverse some very rough country where there

are no roads.

At the principal test sites, considerable data were obtained:

moisture samples were sealed in cans to be returned to the Soils

laboratory at Purdue University, samples of the surface materials

were taken for grain sise analysis, the vegetation was described and

sometimes sampled, the topography and surface features were described,

and ground photographs were taken.

Attempts were made to visit representative sites in all the major

terrain types in the Yuma area. Additional desert, features were studied

in Death Valley and the Salton Sea Basin.

The same general procedure was followed on subsequent field

trips. At sites which were being observed for the second time, eny

changes in environwental features were noted. Aerial oblique photos
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were taken from laison type aircraft belonging to the Test Station.

SFinal naps were prepared after the return from the last field

trip. Original boundaries developed in the airphoto analysis were

modified to conform to the known conditions as they were observed

In the field.
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IW= ?W STATICN AREA

Tait coimptar divousaso the gmaera3. regional oniri omental. factor.p

wiioh exist at the 1•im Test Station and the test programs whioh were

aot-lve daring 3.954.

NATURAL SITTING

The landscape of the Tuma Test Station Area owes its existence to

complex development processes in an arid region. The deseart and its

problem cannot be understood or evaluated properly without an insight

to the natural setting and the factors responsible for its condition.

Locaton

Yuma is located in the southwestern part of Yuma County, which in

turn is in the southwestern comer of Arisona. It is situated on the

banks of the Colorado River, opposite Imperial County, California, and

a few miles north of the Mexican border.

Yuma is located on the main east-west line of the Southern Paciil4ic

Railroad. The area is served by U. S. Highway 80 and State Route 95.

The Bonansa Airlines provide air transport service to Yuma on its route

from Phoenix to San Diego and Los Angeles. Yuma Air Force Base is on

U. B 8S three miles southeast of Yun.

Headqarters of the Tura Test Station is about 20 miles northeast

of Tums and about two miles from Imperial Dam. A ump of the area

001ro ing Tom Is presented in Figuae 1. It uekows the locations

of the toms, major transportation routes, topographiu features, and

the limits of the Turn Test Statimo Area. It also Includes the Sand Hills

to the vest In Xaperial County.
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SiThis report covers the bm Test Station and the surrounding area

as limited tW the 32-sheet tot of photo maps, AN4 series V095G and

V0988. The maps on Plates Itll, M .miW (see the Appendix) cover

the esam area that the photo maps do. This area covered by the photo

maps is referred to herein as the TYa Test Station Area. A small size

copy of one sheot of the photo maps is shown in !igura 2. An index

of the entire series has been prepared for Figure 3.

Besides the Test Station, which is a military reservation, the

Test Station Area includes parts of the Kofa Game Range and tha Imperial

Wildlife Refuge. These are under the supervision of the Department of

the Interior. Figure 4 shows the boundaries of these government

reservations in the Test Station Area.

The Yums Test Station Area as shown on Plate I covers about 1,240,000A.

acres, cr 1938 square miles. Over a third of this is outside the

boundaries of the Test Station.

The Kofa Game Range is a refuge that has been established for the

preservation of wild life: the Kofa sheep, deer, and other animals.

It is under the supervision of the Department of the Interior. By

sgreemwt between th4. Departments of Defensm and Interior, nons of the

activities of the Test Station are to be conducted within the limits

of the Kofa Game Range. However, permission can be obtained to make

studies of a s9ientific nature that do not disturb" the wild life.

This report Includes information on the southern part of the Kofa

Ga. Range that, is incladed on the photo maps, since the surface features

are similar to those of the Test Station. The total area of the rang

Sis approximatel 627,000 acres, but loes than one-third of it is within

the area that was studied.
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The mperial National Wildlife Refuge occupies a long narrow

( strip along the Colorado River. The Department of the Interior super-

vises the rtsag, which covers an area of about 60,000 acres; approxi-

mately 40O,O00 acres of this is located within the area that has been

mapped for this study.

In addition to the Yuma Test Station Area, the report also discusses

the Sand Hills in Imperial County, California, abouttwenty miles west

at Yuma. These dunes extend from the Mexican border northweetward for

about fifty miles toward the Salton Sea. Personnel from the Test Station

regularly use a test course that runs west from Ogilby across the dunes.

This provides a course for testing vehicles on loose sand that is common

in desert areas throughout the world. The Sand Hills are not included

when the term Yuma Test Station Area is used, however.

E~yiography

The Yuma Test Station Area lies within that section of the Basin

and Range province known as the Sonoran Desert. The Sand Hills near

Ogilby in California, which are used as an outlying tw course, do not

fall into this physiographic section. They are a part of the Salton

Trough (sometimes called the Colorado Desert section) of the Basin and

Range province.

Unlike the Gr'eat Basin section to the north and the Salton Trough

to the west, the Sonoran Desert section presents an "open basir.n'

condition, i. e.9 there are few. if any, enclosed basins o.o holsons

containing playas. The alluvial plains which sirround tVe many ,anges

are interconnected, and under other climatic conditions surface d&-al age

would reach the sea. In general, these range-studded alluvial plains

rise from the Otalf of California more or less uniformly until some
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portions attain an elevation of 3000 feet. However, more than half

the plains lie below 2000 feet. These plains are more or less

continuous and from one-half to twenty-five miles wide.

It is recognized that about, one-fifth of the province consists

of ranges. The ranges vary in size from lcw-lyýng hills to mountainous

proportions, some over 4000 feet above sea level. They vary from an

eighth of a mile to about sixteen .iiles in width and from eight to

thirty-six miles in length.

North of the Gila River the ranges are generally irregular in shape

and consist of blocky buttes, spires, and steep-sided mesas with local

relief of a few tens to several hundreds of feet. The plains here are

cut by broad desert washes varying from 3 to 20 feet deep.

South of the Gila River the ranges are more narrow and steep-sided

with sharp crests. The plains are noticeably less dissected except in

the parts situated near the base of the ranges.

As the province name implies, the topography consists primarily of

alluvial plains and ranges of hills and mountains. The ranges do not

have a uniform trend. Although a southeast-nortkX' trend predominates,

there are many exceptions, some of great magnitude.

The valleys of two major stream systems cross the Yuma area: the

Colorado River and the Gila River. Both have sources beyond the borders

of the Sonoran Desert section. The presence of through streams is a

major distinction of this area from the Great Basin section to the north.

Of these two streams only the Colorado, which crosses the area

from the north to south, has a large continuous annual flow of water.

( +The headwaters of the Colorado River lie in the Rocky Mountains and

Li



embrace a large watershed. Here melt-water from snow and general

precipitation contribute to an abundant water supply. The quantity

of water is sufficient to allow the stream to reach the sea despite the

fact that it crosses hundreds of miles of some of the most arid terrain

an the North American continent.

The Colorado River has been termed the "Nile of America." The

resemblance begins with the similar nature of their headwaters with

their abundant supply. In addition, the greatest flow comes at the

time of year when the water is useful for irrigation. Finally, the

Colorado and the Nile both carry large quantities of silt which

contributes to the formation of a large delta at the mouth of each

river.

The Gila River valley crosses the area from east to west, joining

( the Colorado just above Yuma. Its headwaters are also outside the

borders of the Sonoran Desert, but there the similarity ceases. One

branch rises in the Mexican Highlands section while another major

tributary, the Salt River, taps the southern margin of the Colorado

Plateau province. Both of these areas are semi-arid and therefore

produce only a limited supply of water. Although the Gila formerly

reached the Colorado more or less regularly, the construction of

several dams along its course for irrigation purposes has reduced the

discharge to an occasional trickle. There are times following heavy

local rains when the Gila's discharge is high, 'but this is exceptional.

Based on these considerations, the lower Gila River is no longer

perennial in character.
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The alluvial plains are crossed by hundreds of branching and

braided ephemeral, washes. These wathes de~iver to the Colorado and

Gila those surface waters which have escaped evaporation, alluvial

absorption, and vegetative transpiration during and after periods when

it does rain. The washes my head in mountain gullies or ria*s on

the plains. Locally the drainage pattern developed by the washes is

parallel in character, i. , they trend in the cam general direction

as the regional slope until they are intercepted by a transverse wash

usually lying at the base of one of the ranges lying athwart the regional

slope.

The Salton Trough is a depressed basin,, much of which is below sea

level. It lies between the Coast Ranges on the west and the Chocolate

� Mountains in California to the east (see Figure 1) and represents an

extension of the Gulf of California. The lowest point of the basin

surface lies more than 250 feet below sea level. The basin rise. to

an elevation of about 40 feet above sea level on the south. To the

north the alluvial plain reaches 400 to 1000 feet elevation at the

mountain margin.

The topography of the Salton Trough is generally a plain surface

depressed at the center like a great saucer- or bowl. There are a few

irregularities on this sloping surface. The most important are the

nearly buried Superstition Mountains, the Sand runes of Ogilby trending

north-south along the eastern portion, the gullies associated with the

streams eutering the basin, and the benches which have been cut out A

the position of foaver uborlines.

. ,•



One of the outstanding features is the delta of the Colorado River

which is the immediate cause of the formation of the Salt-on Trough. The

delta is situated athwart an elongated depression, cutting &o.& the Gulf

of California from the Salton Trough to the north.

The dune areaa Long the eastern portion of "the Trough" is one of

the finest examples of massive sand dune forma-ions to be a .nd on the

North American continent. This area called the "Sand Hills" is being

used for tests by the Yuma Test Station because no large expanse of

dune sand exists within the Yuma Test Station east of the Colorado Idver.

Geology

Exposures of bedrock are limited to the ranges proper and to the

pediments at their margins. Examples of each of the major rock classes

( (igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic) are exposed in the area.

Stratigraphy. The stratigraphy of Vie area has never been studied

in great detail. The outlines of stratigraphy presented here are based

on maps accompanying the Arizona Bureau of Mines Bulletin No. 134,

"Geology and Mineral Deposits of Southern Tuma County, Arizona." (23)

A portion of the map from this report has been reproduced as Figure 5.

Included in the area are rocks of pre-Gabrian to eosooic, Tertiary,

and Quaternary-Tertiary ages. The vast majority of the area is mantled

by Recet, alluvium which has considerably impeded stratigraphie studies.

Litholoay. Of the pre-Cambria to Yssosoio deposits, metamorphosed

igneous and sedimentary rocks are the most widely recogized. Considerable

masses of granite have a dominant place in tho area. The former are

usually capped as schists and gretsses, and the sohists ar generally

(" older than the gneisses.
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Some local sedimentary rocks have been assigned to the esosoioa;

they consist of shalms, limestones, sandstones, and conlomerates.

These are localised in the southwestru part of the Middle Mountains

and the Castle Dome Mountains and to the central west portion of the

Kofa Mountedns.

Two groups of tertiary rocks are recognised. There are the

volcanics which consist mainly of andesite, rhyolite, dacits, tuff

agglomerate and minor intrusive masses. These materials make up the

bulk of the ranges lying north of the Gila River. To a lesser deree

Tertiary beds of arkosic sandstones shale and conglomerate are found

almost exclusively south of the GilN River.

There are local beds of basalt and tuff in the ranges which are

assigned to Quaternary or Tertiary. The vast majority of the arm e01P.

stituting the plains are gravels, sands and silts of Quaternary or

Tertiary origin. In the Cibola region marins beds exist that are either

Miocene or Pliocene in age.

Structure. The attitude of the exposed rock is highly variable, and

most structural forms may be found. The major exception is that of

folding which seems to be nearly absent. Slight folding exists as may

be expected near fault planes.

The absence of large-scale folding indicates that the metamorphic

rocks have been formed by regional coproession of ,their precursors.

The lamination of the metamorphics indLcates that this compression acted

in a northwest or southeast direction.

eost of the present day ranges appear to be horsto or fault blocks

( with associated grabeoa foraing the base for the plain areas. Practically

all formsations of rooks fty0 pro-Cambrian to Waaternary have been faulted



(,at =.e tim or another. he mpjo fmating appears to have occurred

after thb early Tortiar las flowm, aid there is evidence of renewed

uplifting as late as uatemry which has raised and exposed pediments

and wmtain valleys. The old4w v,*ods of faulting have produced

marked mnoolinal tilting *nle the more recent activity has tilted the

Qmatermary basalt flows ose than ten degmes.

Most of the faults have very steep dips, and there is a conspiouou,

absence of faults of revwse character. The amount of movement varies

fro& a few feet to several hundred Zeet.

In 1923 the U. S. Geological Survey published Water-Supply Paper 498s

"The Lower Gila Region, Arizona." (18) This gives a geographic, geologic,

and hydrologic description of the areaaround the Yuma Test Station.

¶ro. Water. The best source of ground water is in the valley fill

materials, particularly along the Colorado and Gila River Valleys. Some

ground water has been found in all the valleys that were prospected

prior to 1923 (18). As practically all the valleys in the Yuma Area are

open, the ground water drains slowly out of them into the Colorado or

Gila vallay, instead of being stored as they would in enclosed basins.

Sur8a.e Water. The Colorado River is the only permanent stream in

southwestern Arizona. It furnishes an adequate source of water for exten-

sive irrigation and water supply. The water for 4he great irrigation

system of the Imperial Valley of California is tiaken from the Colorado

at the Imperial Dam and carried seventy miles through the All-American

Canal into the Salton Basin. For many years the region in the vicinity

of Tums has been Irrigated. In 1952 the Wellton-Mohawk Canal was opened.

This canal carries water for some distance up the Gila Valley to fSolds
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. iwhich are now being l oled for irrigation. A hundred miles north of

m at Parker Dan the 0olorado River ALofdut carries nmch of the

nmnicipal water supply to Los Angeles.

There has evidently been a considerable change in the character

of the Gila River during the last several hundred years. Sarly

explorers write of the ilU that contained considerable water. Father

Kino in 1?00 reported that all the inhabitants near the present town of

Wellton were fishermsn, fishing being their main occupation all the

year. In 1846 Emory wrote of the Gila a hundred yards wide with mich

vegetation and game along its bankso and he contrasted the esa-green

waters of the Gila where it flowed into chrome-colored hue of the Colorado.

In 1849 a flatboat made the trip down the lowsr Gila to Yuma. In 1889

near Powers Butte, which is about 100 miles east of Yumpa, the river had

a well-defined channel with clear water five or six feet deep, contain-

ing many fish.(25)

In his report which was published in 1923 (25), Ross wrote that fish,

although not plentiful, still existed in the Gila River and that "the

river can be forded by horses in many places in this vicinity (Wellton)

without difficulty except during times of unusually high water." He

pointed out that the flatboat of 1849 could not be floated with passengers

down the river at any season in 1923 because during floods the current

is too swift and there is insufficient water during the rest of the year.

This resume of the recent history of the Gila River has beon included

to show how much the Gila has changed during the short time that Arizona

has been settled. Nest of the course of the lower Gila is now dry through-

( out the year. Green vegetation and occasional pools of water are found
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near the McPhaul bridge, which is close to the valley of the Colorado.

Undoubtedly, the chief cause of the absence of water in the lower Gila

today has been the construction of several dams and vast irrigation

systems to the east. The possibility of floods still exists, however;

in 1949 the lower parts of Yuma were flooded by waters from the Gila,

which resulted in considerable damage to the business district.

It is common to find water in depressions in the rook along the

rivers in the •Zouthwest. Water can often be found by digging into the

sands of the dry river bed.

The only otoher source of surface water is that associated with the

natural rock tanks that are found in the mountains. The largest tanks

are those that are due to irregularities in the rocky beds of streams,

particularly the plunge pools at the foot of fal2s. Some of these are

ten to twenty feet in diameter and three to ten feet deep. These

usually contain watel- except during extremely dry seasons. The locations

of these tanks were sheown on signs posted along the routes or trails

many years ago as they were sources of water for drinking and for

automobile radiators.

In June 1954 the Purdue field party visited Horse Tanks in the

Castle Dome Mountains and found the largest one empty. A small. cleft

in the rock did contain a small amount of water. McPlerson Tank was

completely dry at the time it was visited.

Climate

The Yuma Test Station is situated in one of North America's most

pronounced desert areas. Here the climate is oharacterised by intense

heat in mamer and warm winters with occasional sharp chils. Long

periods of aridity are separated by violent storms which often yield

cloudburst rainfalls.
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A rather thorough ana3.ysis of the climatic data for the YTua Test

Station has been presented in the "Handbook of Yuma Environment" (28).

Only a brief summary of climatic conditions will be included here.

The long-term averages are those from the Weather Bureau Station in

Yuma, which is less than twenty miles away. Temperatures at the Test

Station average about a degree lower than those at Yuma.

Precipitation. The average annual rainfall at Yurn is 3.36 inches.

Of all the official Weather Bureau stations having data listed in

"Climate and Man" (27),, only Greenland Ranch in Death Valley and several

towns in the vicinity of the Salton Sea have a lower annual rainfall.

The average distribution of precipitation in inches at Yuma for a

period of 71 years is as follows (28):

January 0o39
February 0.41
March 0°32
April 0.09
may 0.03
June 0.01
July 0.19
August 057
September 0°40
October 0.27
November 0.23
December 0.47

Annual 3.38

Although these are average values, it should be borne in mind that there

are many extremes. Areas may go for many months more without rainfall

and then be deluged by a great cloudburst.

During 1953 the rainfall was extremely low at Yuma; there was only

0o31 inches of precipitation recorded during the entire year by the

( Yum Weather Bureau, which is a record miniuam for the location. Records

show that 0.53 inches fell at the Test Station during the year.
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( Rainfall is the least during April* May, and June. Summer preci-

pitation almost always occurs as local thunderstorms. During the winter,

general rains over a large area are more likely to take place.

HWumdity. The relative humidity is generally low at Yuma. A 25E-year

record shows that the average relative humidity at 5:30 A.M. is from

50 to 60 percent, except in August and September when it averages 65.

At this time the humidity should be near the daily maxiimm, whereas the

humidity at 5:30 P.M. should be only a little above the minivalm. At

5:30 P.M. the average is about 15 percent during April, May, and June,

between 25 percent and 30 percent from July to November, reaches 35

percent in December, and decreases during the winter until it drops

to 20 percent in March. The average annual evaporation at the Yuma

Citrus Station is 120 inches, which is more than thirty times the

yearly rainfall.

Teomrature. The area of southeastern California and western

Arizona, from Death Valley to Yuma, is the hottest part of the United

States. Death Valley has the highest temperatures in the nation and

is the only location where the temperatures consistently exceed those

at luma and several other towns in this area.

Southwestern Texas is probably the next hottest section of the

country, but a check of the records shows that temperatures at Presidio

and Del Rio are significantly lower than those in the Yuma-Death Valley

area.

A summary of monthly temperature data at Yuma is given in the

following table (28).
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A&MPVRATR& IN OAEM (F.) 71 TDAR PERlIOD
lur.m Jan Feb Mar Apr N J um . Au Sep Oct Nov Dee Annual

Abe Max 84 92 100 107 120 118 120 119 123 108 97 83 .23

Mean ax 67 72 78 87 93 102 106 103 100 88 77 66

MEAN 56 59 64 70 77 85 91 90 86 73 62 56

Mean Min 42 46 49 53 60 67 78 78 78 58 48 43

Abs Min 22 25 31 38 39 50 61 58 50 38 30 22 22

During the sumner, soil temperatures at Yuma often exceed 140 degrees

in the afternoons. At night they usually drop to about 80 degrees.

Sunshine and Cloudiness. Records show that Yuma receives 90 percent

of the possible sunshine for the area. Data from 180 aities throughout

the United States shows that Yuma leads the nation in this respect. Other

leading cities and the percentages of possib.Le sunshine that they receive

are: Phoenix 84%, Fresno 80%, El Paso 79%, los Angeles 72%, Salt Lake

City 69%, San Diego 68%, Tampa 67%, Denver 67%, and Miami 66%. Yunm has

an average of 294 clear days a yaar; 55 days are partly cloudy, and 16 days

are cloudy.

Winds. The wind speed at Yumwa averages about 5 or 6 AMPH throughout

the year. DurLig the fall and winter the winds are from the north, in

the spring the westerly winds are dominant, and during the summer the

winds are predokminantly from the south.

Relation to Deserts of the Southwestern United States.

Most of the western portion of the Unit-ed States has arid or semi-

arid climatic conditions. IL particular, the regions between the Rocky

Mountains and the Coastal Ranges are noted for low annual precipitation.

The most extreme conditions extend from Central Washington southward
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tb-ot h Oregon, Ca•Lfornia, Nevada, Utah and Arizona into Sonora and

eastword into New Mexioo -and Texas. The map, Figure 6, shows the extent

of arid and smi-arid regions of the United States (21). Boundaries

on this map art based on the precipitation-evaporation tidicos, which

are computed on the effectiveness of precipitation as evaluated in

terms of the temperature at the time it occurred.

Ard condlitiona in the West are the result- of several natural

processes. As air masses move eastward from the Pacific Oceans they

lose most of their moisture on the western slopes of the mountain ranges

along the Pacific coast. IWland r'anges remove still more moisture from

the air, creating a rain shadow.

This rain shadow is found on the eastern slopes of all the mountains

•i the western Unitcd States. In central Washington and central Oregon

the annual precipitation averages about ten inches. in western Nevada,

eastern California, and western Arizona it is five inches or less.

The major daserts of Arizona and southern Califo~ria are shown

on the map in Figure 7, which was taken from "Deserts" by Gayle Pickwell

(17).

Sonoran Desert. The Sonoran Desert is the name used to refer tu the

great desert area nf northwestern Mexico and portions of Arizona and

Califnrnia. It includes the Yuma Test Station. The term is usually

used to include the Coloradc Desert, the luma Desert, Southwestern

Arisona, northwestern Y&=ico and other locaJll named areas, A search

of .he literature reveals that none of these smaller deserts includes

the Yuma Test Station Area.

11m Desert. On many maps the Yuma Desex-t is shown in the extreme

southweast.rn corner of Arizona. It appears, nowever, that the Yune.
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( Desert oocupies the area south of the city of YuM and U.S. Highway 60,

between the Gila bmmtains and the Colorado delta. Sto references have

been seen which would Indicate that it includes any part of the Test

Station.

22JO M DE.E_, According to W. P. Blake, who explored and named

the region in 1853, the term "Colorado Desert" was originally applied to

"The typical desert area of the lacustrine clays and the a&luvial deposits

of the Colorado where extrem desert conditions prevail, such as arid,

treeless plains, old lake-beds, and sand hills - such conditions as are

found in the Sahara of Africa and in the delta regions reached by the

deposition of the silt of the Colorado, whether in the form of deltas or

at the bottom of ancient lakes. I should also include the bordoring

detrital slopes from the contiguous mountains. So restricted, the area

is practically coterminus with the ancient beachlines and terraces of

the lakes which occupied the valley" (12, p. 6).

These limits include the areai below the beach lines along the Salton

Basin and the alluvial deposits northward along the Colorado River to the

Imperial Dam. This excludes the Sand Hills and all the Yuma Test Station

exu*pt 4he western edge which is along the river.

Liter w oters have often extended the Colorado Desert to cover the

rest of the southeast corner of California., including the Sand Hills

and the Chocolate Vountains. It has not been used to include any of

Arisona, however, except a narrow strip along the river below Imperial

Dam that is considered as a part of the Colorado delta.

(
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VRA&M Rgot 'rho Abjave Desert is a northern uateiasion of the

Sonoran Desert. It Include that part of the desert in southeastern

Califoruia which is north of the Colorado Desert and also the south-

western corner of Nevada. keoept for a small area along the Colorado

Hiver, there is no external drainage from the Mojave. It Includes many

playas and mountain ranges. It Is bounded on the west and south by the

Sierra Nevadas San Gabriel, and San Bernardino Mountains, and a rather

indefinite boundary with the Colorado Desert. Just inside Nevada the

distinctive characteristics of the Mobave begin to di3appear, and the

Nevada Desert of distinctive basins and ranges emerges.

Death Valley. Death Valley is a part of the Mojave Desert, but, it

bears special discussion since it presents the desert. under its most

extreme conditions in the United States. Much of Death Valley is below

sea level, the lowest point at Badwater being 280 feet below sea level.

During the sumner it is the hottest place in the United StateL,, and for

several years it held the record of 134 degrees for the highest officially

recorded temperature in the world. The present world record is 136

degrees at Asizia in Libya.

Temperatures at Death Valley frequently exceed 12-0 during the sunmmer,

but they seldom reach 125. Averages for 36 years snow that during July

the temiperature reaches 115 or higher on 17 days; t.hey reach 120 or higher

on 6 days; and it gets to 124 or above on 1 day. It exceeds 125 degrees

once in seven years.

The mean July temperature is 102 degrees. In July 1953 the average

of the daily max)am temperatures was 117.4 degiees. The mean temperature

in January is 52 degrees.
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( The aveage annual Precipitation in Death Valley is 1.49 inches,

which is probably the lowest in the United States. By desert standards,

however, Death Valley is well supplied with ground water. There are a

number of springs that furnish water that is suitable for dritking.

Moisture can usually be found by digging orly a few feet.

IANM USE

E.xcept for testing purposes, little use has been made of most of the

land in the Yuma Test Station. This is also true of the surrounding area

outside the limits of the Test Station. The Kota Game Range and Imperial

Wildlife Refuge have been set aside as a refuge for wild life, and

activities in the Range are limited by the Department of the Interior.

There are small areas of irrigate( fields at the southern edge of

the mapped area along the Colorado and Gila Rivers. The irrigation

system is very extensive to the south of the limits of the Yuma Test

Stat' s Area. The irrigation program is being extended along the Gila

River since the opening of the Wsllton-Mohawk Canal in 1952.

Mountains consist mainly of bare rock, and vegetation on them is

extremely sparse. Most of them are so rugged that they are of no economic

value except for the minerals that. may be found in them. There are a

number of m4.- - in the mountains, although a few of them are in the hills

aacacent t, the mountains. Many of these minea3 that were actively

operated fifty years ago have been abandoned and are no longer in operation.

Some gra - is permitted in the area, but very few cattle are seen

except along aie river where there is considcrable vegetation.

(-
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( ROAD AND TRAIL WiTWORK

State Road 95. from Yuma to Qeartsite, crosses the area fiom south

to north and provides the main route between the Test Station and Yuma.

It is the only paved road that crosses the area. Access to Yuma is also

possible by crossing the Colorado River at the Imperial Dam, then recross-

ing at Yuma. This route is several miles shorter than going by S. R. 95,

although almost half the route is not paved.

U. S. Highway 80 lies just south of the southern edge of the mapped

area except where it crosses the southeast corner of the map through

Stoval,

There are a number of unimproved roads and trails traversing the Yu.

Test Station Area. Most of these are the roads that connect the old mines

idth the towns, railroad stops, and Colorado River stops of earlier days.

A few years ago the main road between Yuma and Quartsite connected

Dome and several of the mines on the west side of the Castle Dome Mountains.

The route traversed a pass in the Castle Dome Mountains then closely

followed the present route from Stone Cabin to the north. At present travel

on this road is restricted to small vehicles with four-wheeled drive.

Several roads from stops along the Southern Pacific Railroad extend

northward and moet on the Kofa Plain and provide access to mines in the

Kofa Mountains and a route to Stone Cabin. Most of these can only be

traversed with four-wheeled drive vehicles.

There is a paved road from S. R. 95 to Castle Dome Landing. An

unimproved extension of this road extends northwestward through the Trigo

Mountains and goes to Cibola. This, too, is a road usable only by vehicles

( with four-wheeled drive. The best route to CiboJa is the road that heads

west from S. A. 95, about five miles north of Stone Cabin. This road is

well maintained and can be used by vrdinary passenger cars.
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( ny of those old roads through nuntain passes and dry waahes are

passable only in trucks or vehicles with f. • -whe•led drive because of

loose send, loose gravel, washouts, 'iougi terrain, boulders, and deep

ruts. Ordinary passenger cars -Lmot be used on many desert roads.

l~rge ar.ls of deser pavement are easily traversible even though

tbeve is not a regular road across them. The desert pavement presents

c smooth, firm surface thb- 1lowP the passage of almost any vehicle
19

(see Figures 17 and -). Slight difficulty n~y be encourtered Jn craieing

shallow washes. Whet' he washes are deep, crops country Gravel iu

restricted. From the a&r, th3 track3 of a single vehiclo can ofti,., be

seen extending for miler tcross the desert, pver

YUMA TEST STATION AND TU&S PROGRAW

The Yuma Test Station is E :-t 1itary base under the conand of the

Sixth Army. The missir )f the Station is to provide facilities and

support for the teams cf tho various Technical Services in testing the

performance of m lt tar, equip enl, and personnel under desert conditions.

An opý. 'Lti staff of ' th W.lita-y and civilian persorael is main--

tained thioughout 0he yo Facilities are available for the use of

test tee'mb zrd resei.rch groups who are authorized to work at the Station.

Thu,' facilities includ, quarters, mess facilities, transportation, office

, sad many types of squipment.

"Mae Yuma Test b' .ýt•ion was originally established during the World

War LI; tfn- mk in i ia at that time was situated on the flood plain Just

below the imper Lal Dam. It was relocated shortly after the war to its

present lccation. Operations were suspended for a period of about two

years, but the Station was reactivated in 1951. At the present time

additional facilities are being constructed for the accommodation of

more personnel.
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The Technical Services of the Army send test teams to the Yuma Test

Station for conducting tests on equipment and personnel reldtive to their

particular type of activity. Several teams are stationed at the Station

-hroughout the year, but some of the teams operate at Yuma for only several

months during the suuero Most of the work at the Test Station is being

conducted to determine the performance of equipment under desert conditions,

but there is some routine testing that is not concerned with the environ-

mental conditions.

An aerial view of the Headquarters Area is shown in Figure 8. The

administrative offices, housing facilities, and service facilities are

located here. Figure 9 shows Laguna Airfield and the Research and

Development Area, which is shown on Plate I as the R and D Area about

three miles southeast of the Headquarters Area. Mosl of the test teams

have office spaca and other facilities available in the Research and

Development Area, although much of their activities are conducted on

courses and ranges in other parts of the Test Station. The Laguna Airfield

has two paved runways which are approximately 6900 and 4700 feet in length.

During 1954, an L-19 observation plane and an H-23 helicopter were avail-

able for ass by persoiniel working at the Station.

Some of the activities o± the various test teams at the Yuma 'est

Station are described briefly on the following pages. This information

was obtained from interviews with memberes of tLe test teams. There was

no team from the Transportation Corps at Yuma when the Purdue field

partios were there.

Simxal. Corpm

S ( The Signal Corps has had a test team at the Yuaa Test Station for

the past tbrae su-mers. The Signal Corps also operates a meteorological

station at Y.T.S. throughout the year.

|
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( The Sipnal Corps tean tests radio and land line carrier equipment,

meteorological instruments and shelters, and mobile enclosures. The

personnel are interested in climatic and environmental conditions and

how these conditions affect their equipment. They are not interested

in the soil or rock type except as it may affect the grounding of their

circuits.

&rrtic results have been obtained from some of the equipment tested

at Xuma. The terrain has more effect on the use of radio equipment than

was anticipated. FM is generally used for military radio, but it does

not work well at Yuma because of the topography and the dryness of the

ground.

The testing is done primarily to observe the performance of equip-

ment under desert environmental conditions. Practically no routine tests

are run on equipmmt at Yuma by the Signal Corps. The effect of dust on

the operation of equipment has been found to ba important. A dusty area

east of Ogilby in California is used to stady this problem. Although

some "isolated tests" have been conducted at oLher sites in deserts in

the United Stites, most of the desert testing Ls done at Yuma. Some

testing has been done on photographic material -.. effects of tcmperatare,

effects of storage of film, etc.

A micro-meteorology study is planned to .tirt in 1955 to last from

Ji to 6 years. One hundred temperature masts at various heights are

to be placed in a square-miiearea. Continuous readings will be made at

various heights and under other specified conditions. The data Aill be

evaluated by personnel of the Massachussetts institute of Technology.



9 The Res-arch and iDevelopm~nt Area writh La-guna Aifedin the
Backgrouind.
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Chemical Corps

A Chemical. Corps test team has been at the Test Station since

August, 1952, and has personnel at the StAtion all year. A four-year

program was originally set up, and it has been extended for another

four years, so the program is currently planned until i960.

Practically all the work is concerned primarily with the effects of

desert conditions on chemical warfare activities. There are no limitations

on the operation of the test team because of environment. In fact, desert

areas are well suited to the routine testing activities of chemical war-

fare agents, although -,oat of this is done at proving grounds in the east

at the present time.

All chemical agents and decontaminating agents that the Chemical

Corps has developed have been te.ted at the Yuma Test Station. The

Chemical test team has several primary activities at the Test Station:

(a) To test the various chemical agents, decontaminating agents,

n a•, d fuels.

(b) To determine the use, detection, and consistency of various

agents.

(c) To determine the effect of the storage of chemical warfare

agents in the Yuma area.

(d) To test equipment that is used in chemical warfare activities.

(e) To determine if CW teams can operate in the terrain around Yuma.

The Chemical Corps also conducts some tests at Ougway, Utah. The

test area there is a marshy fl.t with a salt crust. 1recipitation is only

about five inches per year, but DugWay does not get the long, hot summers

"( that Yuma does. There is also some biological warfare testing done at

Dugmay, which has not been done yet at Yuma.
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( demate Corps,

The Qrotrmster Corps tact twp is interested in the desert

onv'ronesntal conditions as they affect the soldiers, their uniforms,

and their equipment. For example, they are working on load-carrying

and foot problems, such as: energy expenditure tests, determination

of pack shifting, human trafficability, swelling of feet and its effect

on footgear, absorption of heat through the feet, and the absorption

of solar radiation heat.

The color of the uniform has been a subject of study. Tests have

been made to determine if uniforms of different colors have significant

effects on bodily functiV.as of the soldier. A current test is being

run on the fungicidal treatment of leather. A petroleum laboratory,

operated by the Quartermaster team, acts pritari-ly as a support group

for the Ordnance testing.

C of &igbneers

The Engineer climatic test team is a unit that operates at Yuma

throughout the year. Its work is concerned primarily with the effect

of desert environment on engineerinj activities and equipment.

The team is interested in various surface types as sites for locating

test tracks. One recent project was to determine some of the effects of

denes clouds of dust that were blown over moving vehicles by moi ile

"dust machine". Another test was to determine the performance -f engineer-

ing equipment under overloaded conditions. The team also acts ý.s a

service unit for other Egineer test groups that visit the Stat! on

perindicallyý For example,, the team runs all the soil tests tlýit are

made, and the personnel contributed invaluable assistance in ot gaining

field data for this report.
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The Ordnance test team started operations at the Yuma T2est Station

in the summer of 1951. It was originally set up to test equipment and

personnel under the extreme desert conditions during the summer, but

operation ts now continued throughout the year. Many of the projects

at Tuma have no direct relation to the desert environment, for example:

acceptance tests of arm and ammnnition produced on the West Coast,

and qualit•y control of automotive equipment manufactured or stored on

the West Coast. The tests on arms and ammunition are made at the

Artillery Range (Figure 14).

Several of the environmental features that a.,'ect the use of ordnance

equipment are listed below:

(a) Dust and sand "gum and abrade". the equip.ment, which shortens

the operational life.

(b) Washes and loose sand surfaces affect mobility.

(t) Slopes ana other surface conditions are important.

Nring each of the last two summers a group from the Yuma Test

Station has been sent to DeAth Valley for several weeks for some special

tests during the period of the highest temperatures. A course was laid

out over terrain that changes from low to high elevation in a short

distance, with accompanying changes In temperature with elevation.

Vehicles ore given a gruelling run for 2000 mil•s.

The Ordnance teawm has set up a number of test courses for observing

the performanoe of vehicles under various conditions: the Maggins Mesa

test traick (Fig. 12); a flat crossecountry course at the north edge of

C',I the Laguna Mountains (Fig. l1); a new hill test course for track-laying



jvohiales that was being laid out in the uuaer of 1954; a vapor Ivck

ourse; a =A course about lj miles south of the Headquarters Area that

can be flooded frem the canal; a hill course northwest of the Research

and Develoyent Area (Fig. 10); a tank dust course which crosses one

corner of the hill course, and a dAamomoter course (Fig. 13). In addi--

tion, a. route across the Sand Hills and the artificia.' sand slopes (Fig. 15)

are used for tetring vehiclev on loose sand.

it

(i.
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Fig,, 10. The Hill Course that is located northwest of the R. & D. Area

at Loc. 363ý7 - 74-3.

Fig. 11. The Cross-Country Course at tha north edge of the Lagunas at

Loc. 363.4 - 74-3.



F4g 3. h Dynanmoraet:er C'ourse at, Loc. 361.3-1 74,8. This view,

looking nox'theaotw2&FQ, also Fjhows ~3 *95 andA Castle Dome Peak.



Fig. 14. View looking cast at the Artillery Range. The bvildings are
at Loc. 363,9 75-0.

Fig. 15. The artificial sand slopes (Loc. 363.3 -74.5) were prepared
by bull-dozing the sand from the plain into a hill.
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( CKAPTXR II

CLASSIFICATION OF TUNA TEIRAIN

2he Yums Test Station Area has been covered rather thoroughly in

the field, and aerial photographs of the area have been studied care-

fully. The area has been classified primarily on the type of the land

form as a basis for discussing the natural features in this report.

SCOPE AND PMSPLTIVE

This report and the classification of surface features is essentially

limited to the Yuma Test Station Area, which is that area covered by the

set of 32 photo maps which was issued by the ArW Map Service in 1953,

and the Sand HUlls in Imperial County, California.

In this chapter the major environmental conditions and terrain

features are described. Features such as land formis, surface conditions,

and vegetation are discussed as separate subjects. In the following

chapters these various features are related to the land form units which

are used as a basis for mapping the area.' The land form units are intro-e

duced here, but in subsequent chapters they are described ia detail and

correlated with the other environmental features.

BASIS FOR CLASSIFICATION AND MAPPING

The land form is used as the basis for classifying the area. The

three major land forms in the Yuma study area are mountains, hills, and

plains. These are sub-divided into more specific forms that are

describid in considerable detail.

The one thousand meter universal transverse mercator grid system,

which ir superimposed on the photo-maps, has been used for control in

preparing the maps for Plates I F . Zones 11 and 12 meet near the
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ember of the plates and ovrlap at a suliht angle to each other. The

scale of the plates 530 ) was selected so the plates would be

large eiough to show considerable detail, but the fb would be small

enough to be easily used.

The ooordinateso using this grid system, are often used in the text

to locate illustrations and sites. The first number is the vertical

reference, and the second is the horisontal reference.

HIMZLT-IAND FORM UNITS

The major physiographic units have been subdivided into a nimber

of types and assigned the more coxmon land form names. It should be

kept in mind that there are many land forms associated with deserts

which will not be discussed. Only those which are known to exist

within the limits of the Yuma Test Station Area (plus the Sand Hills)

are considered in this report. It is the purpose of this section to

define and outline the broad character of the major units. The land

form types comprising the major units are briefly discussed here and

will be taken up in greater detail in the succeeding chapters.

The land forms of the Tuma Test Station Area have been mapped on

Plate 1 The relative degree of dissection is also shown.

An arbitrary distinction had to be made in a number of cases on

whether to classify an area as mountains or hills. Generally# if the

land mass was less than about 500 feet above the adjacent plain, it was

classified as hills. ERevations were not available in all parts of the

area, so in some cases it was estimated from the aerial photographs.

The type of material making up the land mass was also considered in
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MAng the decision on the "bordor-line" land forms. The mountains

consist pritmrily of bedrock, while most of the hills are the dissected

remanats of formar plains that consist of unconsolidated materials.

Similar dif.fculties were also encountered in separating some of

the hills from plains that have been well dissected. If there was a

substantial portion of the original plain surface remaining, the area

was classified as a plain. If dissection had progressed to the stage

where there was litt•" or none of the original plain surface remaining,

the area was classified as hills.

The term mountain as used in this raport refers to land maests of

small sunit areaN4hXA-h conspicucuely above their surroundings.

In this area it refers to those masses of bedrock expooures which rise

to considerable heights above the plains surrounding them and which,

due to the arid climate, are practically devoid of a soil cover.

To properly type the mountain land forms, one could get involved

in mau physiographic details, some of which are of little or no concern

to the purpose of this report. Only four major types of mountain situations

are considered here, based on their physical appearances.

a. Rugged mountains

b. Rounded mountains

c. Flat-topped mountains

d. Single-peaked mountains

Most of the mountains at Yuma are -the rugged type with steep slopes and

deep canyons. There are some rounded mountains, but flat-topped mountains

are almost unknown in the area. There are a number of isolated peaks, or
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inselberga. Some of these are mpped as single-peaked mountains, and

the smaller ones are shown as hills.

The mountains of the area consist primarily of igneous and metamor-

phic rocks of various types. To a minor degree they contain sedimentary

rocks. On the basis of msrface exposure igneous rocks are the most

widespread. The Tertiary volcanics, consisting of flows and ashfalles,

appear to mantle the greatest part of the mountain situations.

The mountains of this area are associated closely with block faulting

and for the most part represent horsts. Evidence of their faulted origin

can be found locally, but, the encroachment of alluvial material on the

flanks of most ranges has buried most of the evidence which may exist.

Figure 16 graphically illustrates the changes that have oce',rred in the

topography after faulting to bring about the present condition.

Following the development of the fault scarp as shown in (a) of

Figure 16, the weathered products of the block mountains are carried to

the scarp base forming mall fans. As the mountain gorges cut deeper,

more material was carried to the adjacent plain which already is

encroaching on the flak of the fault scarp, leaving truncated spurs

exposed. These triangular faces eventually become buried and alluvium

begins to be deposited within the gorges as the alluvial plain continued

to rise (cd). Eventually the alluvial deposits In opposing gullies

Join to form a narrow plain through the range as in (e). Continuous

activity buries the block completely in its own debris or leaves only

the highest part exposed as an Inselberg or isolated peak (f).
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In the Tuma Test Station Area stages (d) and (e) are the most couon

with stage (e) becoming more pronounced south of the Gila River valley.

Almost all the isolated peaks are closely associated with adjacent ranges

as shown in (e) of Fijpre 16.

Hills

The term "hill" is a very elusive one, but for the purpose of this

report it is necessary for describing some of the surface features in the

Yuma area. As used in this report, the term "hills" refers to elevations

of land of limited extent, generally rounded rather than peaked or pre-

cipitous in shape. The hills which are recognised have been subdivided

into three groups:

a. Dunes

b. Inselbergs, buttes, and other isolated peaks

c. Hills (Unclassified)

The dunes are sand hills that have been formed as the result of wind

action. The sand dukes of Ogilby are th6 principal dunes louat6d in the

vicinity of Yuma. A route across these dunes is used an a test course

by the Yuma Teat Station. There are no dun.s within the limits of the

Test Station Area, although an "art4il dune" has been prepared by

bull-dosing material from the sand plain S nto a hill au Loc. 363.3 - 74.5.

Isolated peaks, such as Inelberg8 and buttes, are akpped as hills

when their heights are relatively low. Hightr Isolated peaks are mapped

as mountains.

Except for the inselberge and bu1ttms, all the hills in the Test

Station Area have been groaned into the category cf *unclassified hills".

( These hills are usualy the extrensly duae•,res reunats of alluvial fans

and aprons which hate been srwded to the xtdmt that little or none of

the orent al rurfaie remains.
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The term Oplainff in this report refers to the comparative•Ly flat to

gently undulating surfaces of the area. In using the tern plain as suchp

no connotation is IWpilod other than that indicated above. In the consi-

deration of plains, subdivisions have been based partly on origin and

partly on the dissection features which are aesoc:tated with them in this

area. Plains have been classified into the following units:

a. Alluvial fans

b. Alluvial aprons

c. Terraces

d. Floodplains

e. Playas

f. Washes

Although such features as alluvial fans may not be true plains in the

strictest sense, they fit more nearly under the general heading of plain

than under any of the other major units used. Similarly, the washes

have bge included under the heading "plains." They represent varying

degrees of dissection, and they vary in width from a few feet to aeveral

hundred feet. They are most commonly found crossing the larger plains.

Included also under this major unit are such land forms as terraces,

flood plains, and alluvial aprons. Although playas are conspicuously

absent, the presence of a small one south of Stoval warrants inclusion

in tt,;, discussion.

The great majority of the plains of this area have had their origin

in the dsstruction and burial of the block mountains. Again referring

( to Figure 16, the grabens which fonmed the troughs between the upthrown

blocks became the resting place for the debris carried down from the

S.. ... ..... ........... .. •" :• •,. e~ ................. ...



muntain heights. The abrupt reduction in gradient of streams leaving

the monwtains caused the debris-laden waters to deposit their load at

the nontain base in the form of fans at the mouths of mountain gullies

and canyons. An these fans continued to grow outwardly, they coalesced

to form an apron of material about the mountain flinks. It is likely

that the encroachment of such aprons from adjacent mountains produced

.enclosed basins or bolsons and their accompanying playas. As they conti-

nued to build up and encroach, th%;se alluvial basins gradually filled

until the material from one spilled over into the next, forming an inter-

connected plain from the individua. basins. Today, surface drainage is

practically continuous across them and would reach the Colorado and

Gila valleys were the water not lost in the process of crossing the plain

either by evaporation or absorption into the soil.

Degee of Dissection

Relief features are found in various forms that may be smooth or

extremely rough. The degree of dissection of a given land form may

vary consider'ably. Alluvial aprons may have the smooth surface of

desert pavement that is broken only by occasional shallow washes, or

the apron may be dissected by gullies which are deep enough to impede

vehiwvlar traffic.

The relative degree of dissection is shown on the land form map,

Plate 1+. Dlissection is rated on the following scale:

a. Severe

b. Yoderate

o Slight
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Severe dissection has left practically none of the original surface

remaining. Moderate indicates that there has been much dissection, the

washes are at least several feet deep, but there are some flat surfaces

remaining. Slight dis-e-,;t.ion means that the washes are shallow and little

material has oeen removed., although the washes may be numerous. Some

intricate patterns have been developed by some of these shallow washes.

The slightly dissected surfaces are the best for cross-country movement.

SOILS - SURFACE CON[YTIONS

The type of soil or rock that makes up the surface material and the

condition in which it is found are important features. Plate III is a

map showing the soil ar'd rock typeb and their methods of development,

together wit-h the degree of firmness of the surface materials.

Method of Develoiment

The present condition of the soils and rocks of the Yuma area are the

result of three geologic processes. The variou6 surface materials were

tormed as a resvult of one of these methods of development:

a. Residual

b. Alluvial

c. Acoliar.

Some materials of very limited extent, which could not be mapped, aee

the result of wewthxring and the action of gravity. Other methodc of

surface development are not found in this area.

Soil - Rock T-Ypes

ki attempt has been made to map the soils and rocks of the luma Test

Station Area. Identification has been based on field inspections and

study of the aerial photographs. 6caples were taken at many cites through-

out the area. Usually the borders between the eoil-rock types could be

drawiý as a result of the study of the airphotos.

S.. . . ... . .... .... .. .. i,: :k. , ... ,. • , .... . . . .
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The folloviitg typas of surface materials have been uued as units

for mapping the area:

a. Bedrock

b. 3tony and Bouldery surfaces

C. Gravel

d. Sand

e. Silt

f. Combl.natl.ons

Bear'ock makes up most of the mountair.. The surface of desert pavement

is made up of gravel-).ize pebbles. When the gravel symbol on Plate

i3 widely spaced, it Tidicates the probability of desert pavement, in

contrast with the gravJ. sjmrbol which has been closely spaced in the

washer. ..... in * •-.. p1 .... tains A chemical precipi-

tate, usuaUy a salt deposit, is found on the surface at several places

which are too wal to bs rapped. Combinations of the materials listed

are ohown by cýmbining the soll symbols.

Surfac,_ Conditions

The use that can be made of an area depends to a large extent on

the riegree o! firmness of the surface material. This is especially true

in evaluating the trafficability of the soil.

Degree of Firmness. Firmness of the surface material has been

evaluated in six categories:

a. Firm. Consolidated material, such as bedrock, has been called firm.

b. Compact. Compact surface consists of unconsolidated materials that

are well compacted and rate high on the firmness scale.

C. Intermediate. Unconsolidated material that is not wall compacted;

it may be slightly soft.
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d. Soft. Material which has little supporting &bility; it may be

wet.

e. Crusted. The surface has a hard, thin crust whicia may be under-

lain by soft or loose matteial.

f. Loose. Materia1l with no cohesion or little stability, such us

sand, dry silh, dust.

Other Surface Considerations, Dustineus is a problem caused by the

movement of very fine soil particles in the air. Strong winas pick up

particles which are mostly of & silt-size and carry them to great heights

and distances. The dry soil of deserts is more easily moved by the wind

than soils in humid climates. The cross cotntry movement of vehicles

loosens the soil particles and raises clouds of dust along the route.

Figure 51 shows the dust that can be raised by a vehicle in crossing

desert pavement areas.

Dust is a serious problem for several raasons. Dust in the air

decreases visibility. The dust cloud behind a moving vehicle is visible

for much greater distances than the vehicle itself. Dust has been found

to be harmful to the moving partb of vehicles as some of the mineral

particles are extremely hard and abrasive.

Desert varnish is a dark brownish coating of iron and manganese

oxides that has been formed or. rock surfaces. It may be found on bedrock,

boulders, or pebbles. Books with the dark aurlce may be light colored

beneath the paper-thin coating of desert varnish.

Among the theories regarding the development of iron and maanese

oxides on the rock surfaces are the following: desert varnish ie formed

by the weathering of rocks (6); lichens are an important factor in the

formation of desert varnish (10); iron and Manpnese oxides are derived
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from pollen that adhares to the rock surfaces (22); the varnish may be

a precipitate from water running over the surface. Hunt (6) reports

that staining similar to desert varnish is also found in humid regions

and is found, on nearly all types of rocks, alth.ough it is loes coion on

quartz and limestone. He suggests that surch st.aWins throughout the world

may have various origins : the stain may have been transported a consi-

derable distance to its present su-face; it may be derived from the

weathering of the minerals in the rock beneath it; some stain ws depo-

sited by physical chemical processes while other staining appears 1.o

have been deposited biochemically. These methods require active moisture.

Hunt theorizes that the desert varnish was develc-)ed when the area ha& a

more humid climate,

VEGkJTA2 ION

T' e Yuma Test Station lies within the Soncran Desert, one of the four

Niorth ,nerican Deserts recognized in the biological sense: the Chihuahuan,

the Great Basin, the MWjave, and the Sonoran (19). This desert is not

only a biological unit but is distinguised also by many features of

climate, physiography, soils and hydrography.

The outstanding feature of the vegetation of deserts in general, in

contrast with non-desert regions, is the lack of dominance by a particu-

lar life form. This is illustrated at the Tuma Test Station Area by

the mixing or shared dominance of a number of distinct life forms, espe-

cially trees, evergreen shrubs, deciduous shrubs, and stem suaculents.

Another life form, the annual, is of small sise and conspicuous by reason

of numbers only for brief periods when moisture conditions permix geui.-

nation of seeds and rapid development to maturity.

'0' t* . . . . . .
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The Son'oran Desert differs from the othor three North Aterican

deserts most conspicuously in the greater importfmce of small trees,

relative to that of the shrub life forms and in the variety and deve-

lopment of plant cormmnities. Despite this fact, the observer st~ading

at any particular site within the Yuma Test Area is impressed by the

exý,rsme simplicity of the plant community there, in regard to the number

of plant species composing it. Not only are there few dominant species,

bu* these gene,,ally can be distinguished readily by the non-botanist

because of striking differences in appearances. Such extreme variation

wi.thin the azall group of species in a stand makes this region peculiarly

favorable for sutcessxful use of large-scale color airphotos in vegetatio-

nAl analysis. The primary subdivision nf the local vegetation is between

the strictly desert types and those dependent upon the high water table

near the Colorado and Gila Rivo.s.

Ecological science has established th,.t the mature plant commmity

when undisturbsd by man is an excellent indicator of the environmental

conditions. The vegetation provides a single expression into which are

integrated all the significant physical, chemical, and biological factori

brought to bear upon it. The fully developed plent community is in

dnaids equilibrium with the prevai-ling combination of factors operating

iargely by way of the climate and the soil. Thus, the vegetation is a

living record, the resultant of the effective environment throughout the

year. It expresses the environmental complex better than would the data

derived frnm any combination of various recording instruments. This is

true because it is not known how to integrate the various physical mn-

surements Lito a mingle meaningful expression that gives each factor its

proper weight and represents the resultant of all environmental influences.
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In the extreme deszrtV environment thf- moisture factor is significant

above all others, yet it is intricately related with heat energy, slope,

soil porosity, texturo, etc. If separated areas possess similar environ-

mental conditions, this atay often be most readily recognized by the simi-

larity of their plant comnunitiea. But when two undisturbed parts of an

area support different vegetation, this indicates diverse physical condi-

tions, usually1 in moisture relations. Two communities may differ in that

different species constitute them. However, in deserts especially, two

stands may have exactly the same species, yet indicate habitat differences

by the v_%rying density and co-verage values of these species.

A study of NALrks (13) or the relationship between plants and plant

communities in the Lower Colorado desert and the soils on which they grow,

appliev rather directly to the Yuma Test Station Area. By use of Marks'

paper and the dominant plant cover on a specific site, interpretations

of soil conditions are feasible.

In interpreting plant coammities, the recent history of the area

mast be taken into account. Natural disturbances, especially flash floods,

greatly affect the vegetation in this desert region. Runoff "washes,"

nearly always dry, occur throughout all the general terrain types from

bedrock mountains to floodplains of the major rivers. These range from

high elevation rocky gullies with steep gradient and V-shaped cross section,

through the extremely common washes o.% gentle gradient crossing the broad

alluvial aprons, to the great trunk wash areas a mile or two broad which

separate two different alluvial apron slopes between parallel mountain

ridges. For vegetational descriptions, such great trunk areas of surface

Irainage a~e here termed "base-level washes."
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Since plant cover follows and parallels the dry washes, especially

the borders of the wash channels, and is excluded from the uneroded desert

pavement surfaces of alluvial aprons, it is evident that plant dispersal

cannot be random. Random dispersal means scattered over the surfaceo as

dictated by chana alone, mnd neither uniformly regular in any way nor in

clusters (aggregated). Because they are determined to a considerable

degree by the pattern of washes, the stands and the separate plants

illustrate a type of dispersal best termed "linear aggregation." A tree-

like branching or dendritic pattern is common. A young aggrading alluvial

fan has the "trunk" wash on the uphill edge .whence the materials are

contributed. However, most alluvial fans and aprons in the test area are

being eroded down faster than they are being added to from above (desert

pavement areas are being eroded only); these have the open branch ends

on the upper side and the main stems downstream (Figure 17). Nearer

base level several or many wash channels interjoin into a "braided" or

reticulate (network) pattern. This is most characteristic of the large

base-level washes. In the gentle sloping alluvial aprons, the degrading

dendritic and reticulate types merge considerably.

Table I presents the common and botanical names of all the important

plants of the area and shows the life form of each.

Figure 18 is a diagram intended to express the general physiographic-

vegetational relationships for the principal terrain types and dominant

species. It necessarily reflects rough altitudinal correlations also.
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Figure 17. Vegetation along the washes that dissect the alluvial
aprons. The dark areas are desert pavements. This site
id ait loc. 366.5 - 22.3.
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Table I. Nomenclataro, life form, and thorniness of the perennial plant
species. j•Dunss along Route 80 west of Yuma are not included.)

Thorns or
Common Name Scientific Name Lift Form Spines

Arrowweed Pluchea sericea Tall shrub No

Bebbia Bebbia juncea Medium shrub No

Brittle bush Sncelia farinosa Low shrub No

Bulrush, great Scirpuis validus Rush No

Bunchass Hilaria IR. Low shrub No

Franseria ambroeioides Shrub On seeds

lur sage Franseria dumosa Low shrub On seeds

Birrobrush tymeroclea salsola Shrub No

Cactus Group Stem-succulents Yen

Barrel cactus Kchinocactus 3•.

Beavertail cactus Cpxntia oasilariv

Bigelow's cholla O tia b lovli

Sahuaro Ca__ ALea Ziantea

Staghorn cactus Opqptia versicolor

Cat's-claw Acacia Acacia gregii Small tree Yes

Cat-tail Tpha latifolia Rush No

Cottonwood Populus freontia Tall tree No

Creosote Bush Larrea tridentata Shrub No

Desert-lavender Wypis m Tall shrub No

Fncelia
(or Brittle bush) thcelia farinosa Low shrub No

False-mesquite Calliandra eriophylla Low shrub No

Furastrum Funastrum heteroehylum Climbing herb No
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(Table 1. Cont.)

Thorns or
Common Name Scientific Name Life Form Spines

Gop-sage gragia spinosa Low shrub No

Ironwood Olne tesata Tree 3mall

Jujuba Simmondeia chinensis Tall 3.hrub No

Lyciut bye' lU . rail shrub Yes

Mesquite Pros Jul!iflora Tree or shrub Yes

Ocotillo Fouiuieria eplendens Tall canes Yes

Faloa verde Cercidium microphyllum
and C. floridum Tree Usually

none

Picklebush Alienrolfea occidentalia Low steo- No
succulent

Reed, common r coumhis Grass No

Saltbush Atriplax lentiformis Tall shrub No

Salt-cedar Tamarix pentandra Tall shrub No

Saltgrass Distichlis U. Grass No

Smoke-tree (rare) Dalea spinosa Tree Yes

Tornillo Prosopis pubescens Tree yen

Willow Salix goodingiis Tree No
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The range of a species or group of species is shown by a horisontal line

over the terra•i typea where they are characteristic. That this is

highly generali.ed U evident; actually several distinct habitats may

occur within a single terrain type and show vegetational differences.

For exampl,3, .Ihhin the tl.uvial apron type occur washes having channels,

channel borders, arnd farther out is wash terrain subject to occasional

flooding. Bordering this habitat, there is desert pavement with essent-

Ially no plant cover oxcept where the gravel mosaic is disturbed by

burrowing animals or ýncipient erosion adjacent to gully heads. Thus,

a single general terr..tn type may show a diversity of habitats ranging

from those incapable of sW-pporting plant life to the channel-border

habitat with a practically continuous mass of coalesced plant crowns.

The wash channels ari barren oecause of the mechanical action of deep

rushing floodwaters. abrasion by their suspended mineral particles, and

the surface instability due to erosion and deposition. The other barren

habitat, the desert pavement beyond reach of stream water, lacks plants

because soil moisture is deficient and the temperatures reached by the

surface rock fragmetnts, with increased heat absorption due to the black-

ness of the "desert varnish," are likely sufficient to kill seedlings.

'able II shows the characteristic grouping of plant species, taking

into account the minor habitat differences within the general physio-

graphic or terrain type. An attempt has been made in each block to

arrang%. the names In order, so that the plant most typical of the parti-

cular habitat heads the list.

4e r
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(*gttindes.a o- ll

S*4getation M#.e*f the Yuma Test Station Area is, presented onx
Plate WJ. PriiwriAy, the map am jwpsrepd: by zarrelating the yegeatfIo

wf-t)w !.nd f-- •m *hv t- +-s-c chr in Pi.aG% 1, %FO" , rt -some- awui-

ft-.+cc an the 1.r..•+t a-t CUe -ee .t.. btvrv.-. It should be noted that

vegetatiou conditions are very generalized. Several species grow on

more than one type of l~ad form,, although they may be very sparse, and

cover wide ranges of altitudes.

An occasional barrel cactus or sahdaro may be found on the mountains,

but they are so widely scattered that the mountains mst be mapped as

barren. Other areas, such as those with d-3seiot paverment, approach the

condition that could be called barren. Most of the vegetation within

the Yuma Teat Station Area is found along ths weshes and on the flood

plains.

Method of Vegetation Analsis

Quantitative studies of plant corunitie weri nade on the ground

and from airphotos. In only the former studies were plant species dis-

tinAgUished, since the 1:20,000 scale of the ai-photos supplied is not

suitable for species identification. Also, it was felt that from the

principal military standpoint, species separation is not essential. The

practical significance of desert plant cover vrould appear to be largely

attributable to those individuals exceeding ten feet in crown diameter.

These plants are large enough to impede such vehicles as jeep or weapons

carrier and to make it worthwhile to turn aside Ijo avoid them. Also the

cover that such plants provide may be of valuc in concealment of foot-

soldiers or even of low vehicles. There.-ore, plants of ten feet diameter

and larger were studied quantitatively, by me.:ns of a 10 power binocular
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microscope, on fourfold enlargemeats from original 1:20,000 scale air-

photo contact prints. The various species were lumped into one analy-

ticml group. Thus grouped indiscrtminately are trees, tall shrubs,

and to a lesser extent the coalesced crowns of crowded medium-sized

slu-ubs which usually exceed five feet in height. The plants included

are largely palo verde, ironwood, cat's-claw, lycium, desert-lavender,

and jujuba.

For determining density per acre for the group of large plants, a

5-acre sampling template, accurately calibrated by ocular micrometer to

the scale of the airphoto prints used, was produced on a glass slide.

Counts were made within 311 sample plots of 5 acres each, an aggregate

sample area of 2.4 square miles in various terrain types. Since 10 per

cent of the area being sampled is usually enough to include within

sample plots, the st4tistically tested airphoto vegetation data applies

directly to approximately 24 square miles of terpain tyical of ruch

of the remainder of the Test Station Area. It would not be at all

feasible to make a study of this scope by laying out sample plots on

the ground. The sample plot was an L-shaped, elongated unit with arms

of equal length; it is the strip comporent of an "elb" (24). Becau3e

it gives low variance, this is the most efficient form of sample plot

for desert vegetation. The sample unit was 2178 feet by J.00 feet, to

include 5 acres,

In eight selected portions (sampling stations) of the area, all but

one confined to e single terrain type, aei average of 35.5 five acre plots

per station were di.itributed at r-andom. Counts were made through the low

( power microsccpe. Since cr.ss-country vehicuiar truvel or foot maches



( (except in the higher altitude terrain types) would take roughly the

shortest route to a destination irrespective of the orientation of the

shallow washes, all the habitats within one type, such as alluvial

apron or base-level wash, were included in the same random sample.

Thus, these varied habitats, with their differing vegetation, are

represented in proper proportion as they would be encountered in

cross-country movement during a military operation. Thie approach

averages in the bare desert pavement, the densely vegetated wash

borders and all other habitats, and yields an overall figure for moan

density for each station in the particular terrain type. In contrast,

ground studies in the field distinguished species, and restricted

consideration to a particular we.ll-vegetated habitat, to determine

maximum concentrations of plants that would be encountered.

The adequacy of airphoto sampling was Judged as follows. At each

station the mean number of trees per plot wa,. subjected to the statis-

tical test for standard error. The per cent stancdard error waa also

calculatep, i. e., the Standard error times 100, divided by the mean.

If the per cent error does not exceed 15, the samp!l-ng is considerad

entirely adequate.

Table III presents the results of the a.irphoto vegetational analysis

for average density per acra of large plants. The per cent error ranged

from 3.1 to 13.4. Therefore, the sampling adequacy vas statistically

established as fully acceptable.

The stations are tabulated in a series from higher to lower elevations.

Since the residual mountain surfaces are practically devoid of plant cover,

this terrain type is omitted.



( Table IV gives per cent coverage with it. standard error ard the

per cent of t?- former represented by the latter. The sampling unit

for coverage is not areal plots, but lines (each 2,725 feet long and

bent in the middle at a right angle) laid down randomly and in large

nunbers at a station. The total length of lines at seven sampling

stations was 28.17 miles. The low per cent errors indicate very

satisfactory reliability of sampling.

r
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Table III. Density (number of riants per acre) values for all plants
with crown diameters of ten feet or more. These were taken
from sample plots on airphotos. Standard errors of mean
density at the station, and per cent errors, are show.

Total Acres
SAccopnyn Within Sample Per cent

st~gtio . .. St rips Terrain ,•pesim Erro

Figure 28 170 Hills 17.8 ± 5.5 3•1

240 Hills 7.1 t 0.38 5-3

Figure 48 190 Alluvial apron, all
newly eroded surface 6.,8 f 0.37 5.5

300 Alluvial apron,
uniformly eroded
plain 3,9 ±t 0.28 7.2

175 Alluvial apron,
uniformly eroded
plain 4.1 &0°55 13.4

230 Base-level w-.sh 5.3 •0.27 5.2

200 Base-level wash 12.8 ±0.59 504

50 Floodplain-edge s,
pure mesquite on
low dunes 6.8 0.37 9.2
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(

Table IV. Per cent ground coverage by all plants having crown diameters
of ten feet or more, taken from stations on airphotos by
numerous unit sampling lines, each 2,725 feet long. Standard
errors of mean per cent coverage at the station and per cent
errors are shown.

Total line
Accompanying length at Per cent per cent
IIllu tration. station Terrain Type -__coverage error

Figure 28 35,000 feet Hills l.8 0 0.58 7.5

Figure 17 76,300 feet Alluvial apron, 3/4
desert pavement,
dendritic gullies 6.4 ± 0.49 7.7

54,500 feet Alluvial apron, 1/2
desert pavemeLt 4.4 3' 0-37 8.4

81,750 feet Alluvial apron, 2/5
desert pavement
.inely dissected 3.4 f 0.25 7.5

81,750 feet Transition, alluvial
apron (1/5) to base-
level wash (4/5) 5.5 2±3.1 5°7

68,125 feet Base-level wash 9.9 0o.62 6°3

68,125 feet Base-level wash 10.2 O"J0.81 7°9

.... .. -E-.-'M .
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( CHAPTER III

MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN OF YUMA TWT STATION AREA

INTRODUCTION

Mountains form the most conspicuous features of the landscape iL

southwestern Arisona. The mountain ranges are usually separated by

.broad plains which are made up of material that has been washed down

from the mountains. Material is being eroded from the mountains and

building up the intermntane areas which, in effect, meant that the

mountains are being buried by their own materials.

Most of the mountains near Yuma are very rugged. There are some

rounded mountains, a limited amount of flat-topped ;1ountains, and a

few isolated peaks. Twenty-six per cent of the Yuma Test Station Area

consists of mountains:

Rugged mountains 20%

Rounded mountains 5%

Flat-topped and singlepeaked
mountains 1

Total percentage of mountains 26%

RUGGED MOUNTAINS

DRItribution

There are a number of important ranges in the area which consic 4

almost completely of =*gged mountains; Trigo, Choerclate, Castle Dome,

MagineS, and LAguna. They are well dietributed throughout the area.

Rugged momtains make up 20 per cent of the area.

(-1
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The mountain ranges that are named in the preceeding paragraph reach

heights from 2000 to 30 feet above sea level, rising from 1000 to 2500

feet above the surrounding plains. The term "serrate" aptly describes

moet of them. Briefly, Wilson (23) describes some of these ranges as

follows: Trigo - g---egremoly r ed...oseries of sawtooth ridges;"

Kiddle - mrough, irregular ridges;" Castle Dome - "Spires and dome-capped

towers adorn the skyline of this blocky, ragged mass."

Most of the other ranges approach similar degrees of ruggedness.

The mountains ar3 made up of irregular ridges, buttes, and spires, with

practically no level surface zemaining. Deep canyons and dry gulches

dissect the rugged mountains. Examples of some of the extreme topography

are shown in Figures 19 to 22.

( The rugged portions at the eastern and western parts of the Muggins

mountains are separated by rounded topography of relatively low relief

which has been mapped as hills. A large part of the Laguna Mountains

was also classified as hills.

Geoloxy and Composition

The rugged mountaina consist predominantly of Tertiary volcanic rocks

which are underlain largely by schists and gneisses, with some granites

and sedimentary rocks. These underlying materials oatcrop at numerous

locations near the bases of the mountains.

A series of lava flows covered much of this, portion of Arizona during

the Tertiary period. Probably most of theeruptions were of the fiswure

type, and the flown covered most of the hills then existing. Some of

the individual flows were several hundred feet thick, and the total thick-

(• note of the lava. exceeds 2000 feet in the Castle Dome and Kofa Mountains.
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Fig. 19. Castle Dome Mountains, with Castle Domie Peak projecting above
the rest of the range. This view is to the northeast,.

Fig 20. Aerial view showing the rugged peaks and topography in
the Castle Dome Mo~untains.



21, tJZ tL oe northea'3temrn gi~

Fig. 22. Rugged topography of the Tri.,o Mountains.
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Portions of the Laguna, Chocolate, and Trigo Mountains probably escaped

the general volcanic flooding of the region (18).

One of the most remarkable dike swarms in the United States is

found in the Castle Dome Mountains, particularly in the vicinity of

Castle Dome peak. The outcrops of these dikes, principally of dioritic

and porphyritic composition, may form ridges up to fifty fset high (23).

In Figure 21 is shown the tilted sedimentary strata that underlie

the ancesitic lavas in the northeastern part of the Muggins Mountains.

Surface Characteristics

Practically all of the surfaces consist of bare rock. Slopes are

steep to precipitous. In places, the surface rocks have been broken

down into angular fragments by weathering processes. These niay vary

from a few inches to two or three feet in size. Much of the exposed

rock surface has been darkened by the coat of desert varnish.

Vexetation

The bedrock habitat of desert mountains supports practically no

plant cover, only an occasional barrel cactus or scrawny palo verde

that has menaged to take root in a crevice. However, just above the

..3
alluvial fans are some fairly broad mountain washes (Figure ifl contain-

ing considerable plant cover growing on coarse alluvial deposits. The

general aspect of this vegetation is not uach different from that of

washes of comparable width in the upper third of the alluvial apron

terrain type. However, the cat's-claw and the large shrub desert-

larender are more important in mountai washes, and Lycium is less so.

The abundance of cholla cactus and jujuba distinguishes this type from

the lower alluvial apron, and both these plants are much more abundant

(relative to othcr plants) in mountain washes than in alluvial fan

gullies- or upper alluvial arono washe,..



Fig, 23. Vegetaticn along a mountain irash at the southwestern edge
of the Castle Dome Mounta.Lrso Stand of cholla cactus and
o0otillo paralleling the .•ash, with the tree community in
the background below the mountains,
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Species counts were made in a iantain eak at 15C0 felt Slevtion.

The szeller plants, brittle bush and ebolla, altbooh abmkdant along

the less frequently and lees drastically flood4 edge*, Wer not o•led.

(Since the plants couted usvA14 wmed 10 feet in cro*w diateter, tills

iL the same class stdie•d as a hle from airotcs for .. nsity %ad . vear

The per cent rmwerioal abundance, based cc 3140 plant crowis is:

Palo verde 34

Desert-lavander 17 7%

Ironwood 16.6%

Cat's-claw 11.74%

Jujube 6ob6,

Lyeiua 6.8%

Sahuaro 1.7S

Others 2°9%

Militar Significance

Movement through the rugged mountains is; limited primarily to the

major washes. There are several old roads crossing the Castle Dome

range. These follow washes most of the way and cross low diwides to

washes on the other side. Vehicles with tracks or four-wheeled drive

are required for travel on most of these mountain roads. Ordinary

passenger cars usually cannot get through the loose, g-tnular material

in the washes, Llear the large boulders, or clinfb some of the steeper

slopes.

Most of the canyons and washe. reach a daad..erid at their upper

extremities, where a vehicle can go no farther. It is even difficult

for a man to climb up the sides of many of the canyons.
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The rugged mountains are a barrier to mtlitax-z activity; in fact,

except for a very few routes, they cannot be crossed by military vehicles.

Since most of the mountain ranges in southwestern Arizona are relatively

short in length, they can normal&y be by-pssed. In defensive operations

the uswitains would mske strong positions maintaining control over the

surrowmdiu plains.

RMADM E•OWAINS

Most of the rounded mountains in the Yima Test Station Area are

foid in the Chocolate Mountain Range in Cc!ifornia and the Middle

Mwbtain Range (Figure 24), with smaller a~ea3 in the Trigos, White Tank,

Palosas Mountains, and very small areas along the eastern edge of the

Castle Dome Mountains. Mach of the rounded topography in parts of the

Mkqggins and Laguna Mountains is relatively low in elevation, so these

areas were mapped as hills. Rounded mountains make up 5 per cent of

the uma Test Station Area.

Elevations of the rounded mountains are rnot as high as the peaks

in the c.djacent rugged mountains. The highest peaks are volcanic plugs

that are very steep and rugged. In fact, several rugged volcanic plugs

are surrounded by rounded mountains.

Slopes of the rounded mountains may be fairly steep, but. they do

not rise vertieally. Erosion has not been extremely severe as it haa

in the rugged ranges. There are very few level surfaces in the rounded

mountains.

(

*T
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G and cososition

Much of the rounded mountains, particularly in the Chocolate,

White Tank, and Palomas ranges, consist of basalt, the dark-colored

basic volcanic rock. The deposition of the basalt occurred as a part

of the volcanic activity that took place during the Tertiary period.

The basalt has not eroded as severely as the acidic volcanic rocks,

which are usually more rugged. The basalt shows rather prominently

on the aerial photographs because of its very dark tone and more

rounded appearance.

Although most of the Middle Mountains are rounded, there is

little basalt found. The rocks are similar to those in the rugged

Castle Dome Mountains.

Surface Characteristics

The mountain surfaces consiot of bare rock with no soil develop-

ment. In places, the surface may consist of loose rock fragments and

boulders. Botl the bedrock and boulder surfaces have been coated

with desert varnish.

Vegetation

There is practically no vegetation on any of the mountains. The

little vegetation that is found is confined mainly to the washes. The

discussion of vegetation under the section on rugged mountaixs also

applies to the rounded mountains.
0

Military Significance

The slopes of the rounded mountains are probably too steep for

vehicles to climb, although a man on foot would probably have no great

difficulty. Traversing the rounded mountains would not be quite as

difficuilt as crossing the Pugged mountains.
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PLAT--TOPPED AND SINGLEf-PSAKED MOUNTAINS

Since the flat-topped. and single-peaked mountains cover a very

small portion of the area, they were combined as a mapping unit. Single

peaks that are high enough to be classed as mountains are extremely

scarce. Many of the numorous inselbergs that protrude abova the

alluvial aprons were classified as hills, since they rise only a few

hundred feet above the surrounding plains. The only single-peaked

mountains are those that rise to considerable heights above the

surrounding mountains and are isolated from other mountains.

Distribution

Less than 1 per ca-,t of the total area has been mapped as flat-

topped mountains. This small proportion is well scattered through

the area: in the Chocolate Mountains in California (Figure 25) at

the southeast end of the Castle Domes, and in the White Tank Mountains,

Larger areas of flat-tops are found to the east of the mapped area in

the White Tank and Palomas Momutains.

Only three peaks in the mapped area were classified as single-

peaked mountains. These were all at the southeast end of the Castle

Dome range. Just beyond the main body of the range, they rise above

the adjacent hills. These constitute a very small portion of one per

cent of the area.

Topography

The most obvious features of flat-topped mountains are the fairly

level surfaces on their summits. The side slopes may be steep, but

usually they are not excessively so. Most of these "flat-tops" have

characteristics similar to those of the rounded basaltic mountains.

There are a few mountains with volcanic caps that have vertical slopes

at the summit.



Figý 25. Flat-topped -:-cruntairF. at the- -3outher~n erd1 of~ the Chocolate
7?anl-e are on the rfight. T'nis view,,, Looking S6E, shows
hi' is on the left. 1in tha u4ista)nt center, the A12--inAerican

%,nlcarita bsasen bcaringv westwara a,.-ay from the Coloradoc
idve:'
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Of the three mountainu classified as being single peaks, two &re

voleanio plugs that are surrounded by hills, and the third in an

elongated cone. The two plugs are rugged and steep, while the cone

has features resembling the rounded mountains.

GeoloMy and Coposition

Basalt ir, the rock making up most of the flat-topped mountains.

The "flat-tops" are usually found adjacent to some rounded mountains,

the difference between them often being the degree of dissection.

Erosion processes in the basalt seem to develop rounded features rather

than steep, rugged slopos and canyons. As erosion progresses, the

"flat-tops" develop rounded mountain features.

Surface Characteristics

The surfaces consist of bare rock with little or no soil development.

A coating of desert varnish is found on most of the exposed rock. Loose

rock fragments cover many of the slepes.

Vegetation

Like the other mountains, these are also practically bare of

vegetation. The little vegetation in the mountains is found along the

gullies. This has been described in the Vegetation section under

rugged mountains.

NIttary SiAnifizan e

Like the other mountains, the flat-topped ones and inselbergs are

probably too steep for vehicles to climb. Most of the flat-tops are of

such small area that they are of littic importance. The isolated peaks

provide good positions for observing activities on the surrounding plains.
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CHAPTER IV

H=111 AS A TURAIN UNIT OF ThE YUMA TEST STATION AREA

In this repert the ters "hills" refers to land forms of rolling

to roui& topoWpka with relatively small differences in elevation1

having vear little level surface. They are generally rounded rather

than peaked or precipitoms In form. Some types may aptly be described

as "low moutains." It is often difficult to distinguish hills from

low ontains. oenerally in mapping the Ywa area, elevations rising

Los than five or six hundred feet above ths adjacent plain were

claasified as hills.

Hill* in the Yums area have been grouped into three types: dunes,

inselbergs, and "unclassified" hills. About 17 per cent of the Yuma

Test Station Area has been mapped as hills. Dune are almost non-

existent within the mapped area; inselbergs comprise less than 1 per

cent of the area; the unclaseifted hills are practically the entire

17 per cent.

Since the other two types of hills (dunes and inselbergs) have

specific names and occupy such a waall perczntage of the area, the

term "hill" may be usn in referring to the unclassified hills0  Any-

time that reference is made to dunes or inselberge, they are referred

to. specifically by name.

HM=L (UNCLASSIFIW)

As used in this report, unclassified hillb refers to cxtremely

dissected surfaces of former plains that have been dissected so

excessively that there is little, if any, of the original plain surface

left. The topography is rolling or rough; few level surfaces remain.

.+.+ ;,+l4i,+• .:++ +
+ l , , I - ~~~~~~.-.': "+•+ •+:++++ : I '+ • + +•* • +••+I "•t l ill
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A few of these fomastions nave been referred to as badlands, resulting

from severe erosion of shales. Othbr areas are the remains of excess-

ively dissected portions of alluvial aprons a• d fans. These rough

surfaces are most likely to be found adjacenu to the mountains where

the elopes are steeper, where erosion is most severe.

Distribution

About 17 per cent of the Yuma Test Station Area consists of the

unclassified hills. They are found throughout the area. Many of them

are located adjacent to mountains. They are most comuon in the western

half of the Test Station Area, close to the Chocolate, Trigo, Laguna,

Middle, and Muggins Mountains. Smaller grovps of hills are found along

the Castle Dome, White Tank, and Palomas Mountains. Extremely dissected

portions of alluvial aprons are found close to the Gila River bed and in

other locations. Figures 26 and 27 illustrate several of the areas that

are classed as hills.

Topography

The hills have rolling to rough topographic features. Originally

most of these surfaces were fairly level plains, but severe erosion

has dissected the land into its present form, with little or no level

surfaces remaining. Local topography in such instances can be measured

in tens of feet. Larger hills, adjacent to mountains where dissection

has been more severe can often be measured in terms of hundreds of feet

locally from a relief standpoint. Slopes are geerally not excessive

except where severe erosion has been active recently.
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eoLonr and go'~position

For the most part, the hills which flank the mountains consist of

stratified alluvial outwash sediments which have been severely dissected.

The hills northwest of McPhaul Bridge in the Laguna Mountain area,

shown in Figure 27, consist mainly of a thick series of poorly stratified,

weakly consolidated gravels that are combined with smaller amounts of

sands and silts. The coarser textured material is usually found near the

outcrops of bedrock. Similar gravels constitute the central portion

of the Muiggins Mountain area. These gravels overlie clays and silts

and overlap the schists, gneisses, and lavas that form the rugged parts

of the Huggins Mountains (23). F£osion has dissected these unconsoli-

dated deposits into their- present farm.

Other hilly areas were formed by dissection of alluvial aprons

and fans. These are mapped as hills only when the dissection is so

severe that there is little or none of the original plain surface

remains. Many of these are found adjacent to the mountains where the

increased slopes accelerate the erosion.

Some of the hill areas consist of bedrock that is the same as

those in the mountains; in fact, they might be readily called low

mountains. Those extending along the Colorado River from the Head-

quarters Area northward to Castle Dome Landing are pictured in Fig. 8.

On the eastern side of these bedrock hills are other hills that are

made up of dissected alluvial material.

Vesetation

The hills are not a step in the characteristic -'atographic

(/ series from mountains through the alluvial fans and aprons derived

from thbm, so the classification of vegetation on hills represents a



Fig. 26. Hills in thli Muggins 14ountain area. Region is well-
dissected, but slopes are not too steep.

Fig. 27. Hills in the Laguna Mountain area. In the foreground is
an inselberg where S.R. 95 crosses the Gila River bed on
the McPhaul Bridge. The flood plain consists of sandy silt.
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somewhat unnatural interpretation in the study of plants.

The only plant ceý.ntributing important cover in the bill topography

of V-shaped vallqs and ridges is the palo verde tree. Despite the

irregular terrain, the trees are rather evenly dispersed over the inter-

fluves (Figure 28) and are not excluded from them as they are from

desert pavement flats in the alluvial apron terrain. Both density

and ooverage (Tables III and IV) are higher than they are on the

alluvial apron tpe at lower elevations; probably this is determined

by the slightly higher precipitation, cooler temperatures, and hence

lower evaporation-transpiration stress in the hill environments. In

addition, the substratum is coarse and rocky, therefore, the small

water supply from rains is not dissipated everywhere as in the finer

textured materials but concentrated into crevices where the plant

roots also occur. Shrubs appear to be inconsequential except on the

borders of the washes or gullies.

Surface Characteristics

A substantial portion of the hills, like those in the Laguna and

Mggins Mountain areas, are composed primarily of gravels which are

mized with sands and silts. Silts and clays are exposed in some places

where badland erosion has occurred. The hills that are composed of

rock may have bedrock exposed at the surface or the surface may be

broken down into angular fragments by weathering proossbes. Desert

varnish has darkened the surfaces of both the bedrock and the angular

fragments.

r n nun un s~unnnm nldisln in inun nn nnunnm '-7-



Fig.. 2&~ HiJ2.s siupporting a rather' unnifornm. stand of palo verde
trees at ld~c0 368,1l 23,7.
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Mi Ary Significance

In C',neral, the slopes of the hills are not excessive, and many

of them can be traversed by military vehicles with little difficulty.

The hills are not nearly as easily traversed as the alluvial aprons.

A limited degree of concealment is available in hills that is not

usually found on the plains, however.

The use of FM radio equipmert is restricted in hilly areas. This

difficulty in naintaining conmnmications is one problem on which the

Signal Corps test team has been working.

INS LBURGS

An Jnselberg is an isolated remnant of an old mountain whose peak

rises above the sur'rounding plain. In the vicinity of Yuma, most of

these old isolated mountains now rise only a fewr hundred feet above the

alluvial fans and aprons, so they have been classified as hills.

Distribution

Less than one per cent of the Yuma Test Station Area consists of

inselbergs. They are many in number, but each one covers such a small

area that they make up only a small portion of the surface.

Several inselberga are located very close to State Road 95. Two

of these by the McPhaul Bridge are shown in Figure 27. Most of them,

however, protrude above the plain that is east of the Castle Dome

Mountains; see Figure 29. Others on the other side of this same plain

are found close to the White Tank and Palomas Mountains.

Several other inselberga near the Gila River are farther removed

from mountains. Texas Hill, the most conspicuous of these, is pictured

in Figure 30. Antelope Hill, which is just outside the mapped area to

the southwest of Roll, is easily accessible.
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The inaelbergs nuar Ytuma usually consist of a, single peak or hill

that is fairly steep, although not vertical. Level surfaces are scares,

although there are very small arcas that may be fairly level on a few

of the inselborgs. tany of them imight readily be clAssified as low,

rounded mountains; only a few of them are rugged.

GelS n Compiosition

The inselbergs consist of the same types of rocks that make up the

mountains of the area: basalt, volcanics, granites, gneiss, schists,

sedimentaries. The inselberg at the south end of McPhaul Bridge was

found to be andesite porphyry shot through with aplite dikes. Antelope

Hill is composed of coarse-graixed, gray arkosic sandstone, which has

been quarried for use as railroad ballast. On a peak near S.R. 95 loose

fragments of red volcanic rocks mantle the slopes of the peak. Basalt

forms several of the inselbergs eatit of the Castle Dome range. Near

the southwest edge cf the Palomas Mountains, weathered granite can be

easily crushed by hand.

The development of the inselbergs has been similar to that of the

mountains in the area, since the inselbergs ttre the remnants of mountains

that no longer reach elevations sufficient to remain in that category.

Erosion has been wearing down the mountains and inselbergs, and the

eroded material has been filling the valley and slowly covering the

mountains. The inselbergs, besides being isolated, do not rise as high

above the plains as most of the mountains. Undoubtedly, some have

already been covered by the valley fill materials, and a fairly level

alluvial apron now covers tormer mountain peaks.



Pi Z9' 3n3..•ber-s near the east side of the Czstle Dome Range in
Lhe vJcLnit:. of 11cc, 366°j3 M7SO.

Fig. 30. Texas Hill, an inseiberg at the edge of the Gila Valiey,
which is on the laft edge of the peak. This view is
looking wast. (Loc. 363.8 - 2-.8)
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Surface Char cteristics

The slopes commonly consist of loose rock frapentst or possibly

the bare bedrock, which has been darkened by the ever present desert

varnish.

Vegetation

The inselberga are practically bare of vegetation, like the qun-

tains in the area. An occasional sahuaro or small barrel cactus ma

be seen.

Militay Significanco

The fairly Itee, slopes and the loose rock fragments make it

almost impossible for vehicles to ascend the sides of the peaks. As

an obstacle, however, they are no problem, since they are small enough

( that it is no problem to go around them.

Inselbergs can usually be climbed easily on foot since they are

not too high. They present good positions for observation, usually

in all directions except where mountains block the view, since the

observer can usually reach the. highest point. Natural concealment,

other than a rocky surface, is lacking, however.

SAND DUNE

There are no dunes located within the Yuma Test Station Area.

a the sand plain near the intersection of the paved road to the

Headcr~artere Area with State Road 95 (Loc. 363.3 - 74.5), an artificial

sand hill has been prepared by bull-dozing the sand from the plain

into a hill. These prepared sand slopes, shown in Figure 15, are used

for some tests with vehicles. The reminder of this sand plain is

rather lefel, perhaps undulating in places where there is a tendency

. . .-.. .-- -. - --•
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toward transverse dune formation. A similar sand plain is found on

the terrace at the southeast corner of the mapped area.

The following discussion of dunes refers specifica3.y to the Sand

Hills in Imperial County, California. The area of the Sand Hills was

not included in computing the total area of the Yuma Test Station Area.

Sand dunes are an important land form that is found in deserts

throughout the world. Because they are formed by wind action, the

range of sizes of the individual particles is limited, and, therefore,

sand dunes in different parts of the world probably have more con

characteristics than other surface forms.

Only ten per cent of the Sahara Desert is sandy (26). The Arabian

Desert has more sand, but the Gobi has less sand than the Sahara.

( Although dunes cover only a small percentage of world desert areas,

they are important because they are found in almost all deserts, and

the crossing of great sand dune areas is an important military problem.

Relationship of Sand Hills to Yuma Test Station

The Sand Hills extend in a belt averaging about five miles in

width from below the Mexican border northwestward for about fifty

miles into Imperial County, California. Via highway through Yuma,, the

dunes are about forty-five miles from the Headquarters of the Tuma Test

Station. Figure 1 shows the location of the Sand Hills with respect

to Yuma.

The Yuma Test Station has a test course across the dunes that is

used as a routine course for testing all types of military vehicles

for their performance on sand. The test course starts just west of

( Ogilby and crosses the Sand Hills about four or five miles north of US 80.
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These dunes are familiar to many as the setting for numerous

movies ostensibly about the Sahara and other deserts. In 1908 a

plank road was constructed across the Sand Hills. Reaumts of this

road occur at scattered locations. In 1928 the concrete pavemit

of US 80 replaced the old one-lae corduroy road, and in 1933 the

All-American Canal between the Colorado River and the Imperial Valley

was completed through the dunes. Constant maintenance is reqired

to keep the highway and canal clear of sand.

Tovogra=i

Some of the dunes reach as much as three hundred feet above the

base plain. Locally, however, most of them present elevation

differences of thirty to fifty feet from the crests of the dunes-to

the depressions between.

This dune surface Is sometimes referred to as "peak and fulje"

topography. Fuije is an Arabic term for the depressions between the

dunes. The surface consists of fairly shallow slopes to the windward

side of the dunes and the steep slip faces on the lee side. Figures

31 and 32 show excellent examples of the dune forms.

There are a number of enclosed basins of level silty plain in the

middle of the Sand Hills, as shown in Figure 33. Most of these seem

to be bordered on the north or northwestern side by a steep sand elope.

One of these steep slopes usa observed to be ris2rg abruptly for

about 150 feet above the north edge of the silt plain.

goy and Go tion

The winds responsible for the formation of the Sand fills have

come chiefly from the southwest, vest, and northwest (2). The duoes

probably developed from the beach that, s formed when Lake
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occupied the Salton BaAn. The dunes way have moved eastward to their

present position P~t that time or Iater. Land surveys node in 1856,

however, sho-u litti difference in the shape and position of the

present dune field (2).

Sempleu t-aken fr•oa the crests of the dunes show that only 1 or 2

per cont of ths particles are finer than the No. 200 sieve. All the

material Fise5 the Nvo. 10 siege, and 97% of it peosees the No. 40

sieve. There is c:fn silt content in the depressions between the

dunes. In fact,, a Uard crust had ?oxwcd on some of the shallow

depressions on thý. ea•l., side of the dIne field. There is distinct

evidence that water hab en pcnded in some of these.

At one of the lv,31 "islaffns" in the middle of the dunes wIdih is

known as Buttercup Valley (Figure 33) the soil consists of a sandy

silt utich in plucc iz' zzovex'eod with roerly developed desert pave-

ment. A ri.i of •:'fied sand .and silt oxtcrops around the valley,

particularly -Ioag the east end. This is found six or eight feet

above the base level of the valley. The material is slightly indurated.

Natural Divisions of the Sand Hills

Melton (1J4) has presented a system of classifying sand dunes.

In the description vnder an oblique aerial photo of the dures similar

to looking northwestward across the Sand Hills, similar to the view

in Figure 33, he has these coments: "A surfice of complex sand

dunes formed by conflicting winds... The surface is best described

as tintersecting transverse dune series,' though it is apparent that

more than two intersecting sets may be present. It is impossible to

detect the order which usually exists on surfaces of this nature

without the use of vertical aerial photographs. The ground observer



Fig.3L eavy sr ~ci'.,c-z help 'utr the d-xnes with light from
a. 101'i sunfWI .C

Fig. 32. Low altitude oblique of~ sand dunes in Imperial County.



Ri.33. Bsnco.sdbsnŽ dunies0  ThnC- one in the cenjter is

;ý4o Alignment in two directions of these intersecting
transverse dunes can be seen. These low dunes are onthe east edge of the Sand Hills.



is usue.lly lost in a :raze of topographic peahs, basins (fuijes),

and saddles. In certain places where the sand supply is meager,

barcan dunes have formxed."

The aerial obliq!e photo in Figpre 34 is near enough to a

vertical view that the aligrment of the dunes can be seen in two

directions. This view is cn the eastern side of the dunes, which

are not as high as tLose to the westward. These dunes are also

classified as "it•':cti transverse dune series," but they do not

appear to be as complex as the higher dunes.

A low sharp rtd,,s c&.i be seen along the crests of the dunes in

Figure 32. This is &ie to an approximate reversal of the wind direc-

tion. The steep f,ccz of dunes axe on the lee side. If the direction

of the wind is reversed, the dunes start adjusting themselves to the

new conditions. As tho wind starts blowing the sand up the steep

slope, a new slip face starts forming on the new leeward side. If

the wind direction continued unchanged for a long enough period of

time, the original dune forms will .e altered so the steep face will

be on the right instead of the left.

Practically all the Sand Hills fall into Melton's classificati-r-

of the intersecting transverse dunn series. A few barcan dunes are

found where the supply of sand is limited, usually at the edge of

the dunes or at the edge of one of the silt plains within the dunes.

The level plains within the dune field is a third surface type that

is foand within the Sand Hills.

(-,r.
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Surface Characteristics

A charactIristic fea~ttre of ,d-blo-w 7:ani is the rippled, surface

that is formed, Thesa ripples can be seen in t,'•o of the photographs,

Figures 36 and 37. The coarsest nmaterial col-lects at the crests of

the ripples, and the fincst nratarial is in the to70ghs (4)

Cn the shallo viindward 3.l~fes o' th'e dl,.Ues the sand was usually

foiund to be relativel.y firm. as near Zs "uch a term zan be used in

referring to dry saa-ds. Soicti3e -the a re loc~al sots where the

sand is more !oose but the :drivor bo has had epar-Lenco in sand areas

can usually detect these. The tops of the dunes were in the same

ccndition, except for the sands adjacent to the slip face. On the

slip face the sands are loose and unstable, and little mspporting

capacity is available, as shown by Figures.

a Sigdficance

Tests that have been conducted by the Ordnance test team in these

dunes have shown that practically all types of military vehicles can

be used to cross areas of sand dunes. The .major exception has been a



Fig. 35. Photo-indox of the Sand Hills ;,, Izpc,-jaj Ccnjw
California.



Fig- 37, The slip face of a dunn, 1,3 loose and Unsta.ble.
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truck equipped with hydramatic drive. Wheeled vehicles require four-

wheeled drive for use in the dunes, and the pre3suro in the tires

needs to be reduced to less than ten p.s.i.

Although the dunes can be crossed, the route nust be carefully

selected as one travels along. Vehicles cannot climb the steep faces

of the dunes, but they must be taken up one of the shallow slopes on

the ends or windward side of the dunes. After arriving at the crest

of a dune, the vehicle should be brought to a stop before proceeding

down the steep face, as it could turn over very easily.

A running start is often needed to go up many of the sand slopes.

Sometimes a vehicle cannot get up at a certain place, but it can

usually be backed down and taken up at another location. Often it is

(best to follow along the crest of an elongated dune, keeping back

from the slip face as the sand for several feet back from the break

is unstable and may alide under the weight of a vehicle.

Drifting sand is a major problem in sandy deserts. Constant

maintenance may be required to prevent aeolian sand from accumalating

on a road, airfield, camp, or any other area where sand deposits

would be undesirable. Sand must often be stabilized around telephone

poles and other structures to prevent the sand from being blown away,

which would leave the structure unsupported.

Vegetation

There is very little or no vegetation on the unstable dune sand,

but a sparse cover is supported on the lower-lying sand between the

series of dunes. The few species include a sand-binding grass (Poani

( )a the sand paper plant (Petalam a,). joint fir

(fitedra trifurca)g 091deci pliata and creosote bush.
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CHAPTER V

PLAINS

INTRODUCTIOH

A plain is a land form that has, or formerly had, a fairly level

surface. Erosion may have dissected much of the plain. In this study,

when dissection has reached the stage where there is very little or

none of the original plain left, the extremely dissected areas were

classified as hills.

Plains occupy the filled-in portion of the valleys between the

mountain ranges, They are largely composed of alluvial sediments

that have been washed from the mountains to fill in the intermontane

valleys.

Plains make up 57 per cent of the total area of the Yuma Test

Station area:

Alluvial fans 4%
Alluvial aprons 44%
Terraces 3%
Flood Plains 6.%1

Total 57%

The playa which is described is outside the Test Station area. The

area of washes has not been tabulated separately, but it is included

mainly with the fans, aprons, and mountains.

2oparlson of Alluvial Fans and Agrons

Because the development of alluvial aprons is a later stage in the

formation and coalescence of alluvial fans, a comparison of the two land

forms should be made at this point. It io often difficult to classify

C definitely whether a surface adjacent to the mountains in a fan or an

apron. D7 definition, however, an apron is made up of coaleacing fans,

and most of the fans have roached this stage of development.
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Since Oaluvlal apronu conoiut of Coalescing fans, the distinction

,#tween thea tWxco is oft Un diff icult to mTae. There are several distinctive

ioatures about an all.uelial fan: it3 form resembles a fan, its slope

is stieprer thru the c ..jacoLt a. pron, Ata material has usually come from

a &ngle mouatain v,.h. Tho alluvial apron coumonly extends from one

side of he I t, the other. "Tie oinly areas that were mapped as

Piant arr those uhz.'u •h • f.. could be identified from aerial photo-

ai~ploEi banred kun th zacntioned. above.

Alcog th.- ý ;it f£e of the Caslae Doime Mountains, in particular,

an i•unr i : ;.51' that r series of fans exist. However, study

of airr:hotoo r,.výchIU hat tha characteristic fan-shape is +.bsent, and

no La'.k •n be :.•nth:,t ,,d indic-ate that both fans and ..prone

are prEsent. Thus, if a fan could not be defini"ely identified and

its li~i~ts cu1lin:O,, thi as rapped as an apron. In several cases,

two or th•r, i.h h::d ýoincd together were mapped as fans instead of

aprons bccausa theJy stilll retained the featurez of individual fans.

ALVIMIL 1W1S.3

Alluivial fanas .n the atrictect zense of the word are not truly

pains; however, .for the purpose of this study their characteristics

are more in common with those of plains than with the other major land

uaits in the Yuma area.

An alluvial f6n Li a sloping, fan-shaped mass of loose rock material

deposited by an ephemeral stream at the place where it emerges from

an upland into a broad vall(y or plain (3). As comonly used in this

report, it refera to thaa true fan are'a which are situated at the

moutha of mountabi washes aud extend on to the adjacent alluvial aprons.

LIM Ad
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There are, however# several fans at the edge of the Gila valleY where

washes originating in the aprons cross a narrow terrace and deposit

material on the lower flood plain.

Distribut ion

Alluvial fans cover four per cent of the Yuna Test Station Area.

They are well-scattered throughout the area. Several of the best fans

are pictured in Figures 38 and 39. These are located an the north

side of the Muggins Mountains and in the Chocolate Mountains in

California. The most outstanding fan that was observed in the vicinity

is just north of the mapped area. This large fan, adjacent to the

Kofa Mountains, can be seen to the north of the road about five miles

east of Stone Cabin.

Topography

Alluvial fans slope downward from the mouths of mountaiLn canions

to the adjacent alluvial aprons. Many of the fans in the Tuma area

are somewhat dissected. In some instances, very little of the original

surface remains. Deep gullies, often 10 or 15 feet deep, trend down

the sloping surface toward the alluvial apron where they merge into

the broad washes of the apron. There is a sharp break between the

slope of alluvial fans and the aprons. In several cases the fans

have lost their characteristic fan-shape because they are restricted

by adjacent land forms.

Oeolomr and Composition

The discussion in the introduction of this chapter of the compari-

son and differences between alluvial fans and aprons touches briefly

on their development. The present fans are the most recent deposits

of materials that have been eroded from the mmntains and moved to the

~t

.• •:•'. " ,,.•." -



Fi 3. Fans along the southern end of the Chocolate Mountains
In Californiaý,
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edges of the adjacent plains. In addition to the lose in gradient

from the steep mountain washes, there is a loss of waterl both of

these conditions have contributed to deposition. This results in

a characteristic braided condition below the discharge point. Permanent

channels cannot be established during deposition since they become

immediately choked, causing water and sediment to spread out over the

surface of the fan.

In this desert, as in other arid areas, the fans are largely the

result of a large run-off in a short period of time. This results

in thp aggrading character of the fan. However, the aggradation is

sporadic.

The fans that are adjacent to the mountains are made up largely

( of coarse materials: boulders, cobbles, and sand particles. The

finer materials: have been carried farther out to the allUivial aprons.

The fans along the flood plain of the Gila are composed of finer

sands and silts. These are found at the lower end of the alluvial

apron, where the materials are not as coarse as they are near the

mountains.

Surface Characteristics

The surfaces of fans adjacent to the mountains are made up of

loose, coarse materials, many of them boulders a foot or two in

diameter. This produces a rough surface. Dinsection is fairly

severe on fans, too, so there are not too many level surfaces available.

Some small areas of desert pavement surface are feamd.

Ot the fans along the GQa flood plaiAn, the suifae Materials

are* loose sand and silt, with. mere dmne ••s , eat,•,.
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Nast aluvial fans are old and in process of degradation; they

merge below with the general alluvial apron derived from the elongated

mountain unit. The old fan shown in Figure 40 is being bypassed on

both sides by the present d-ainage from the adjacent rme tains; it is

.being eroded by dendritic gullies to which plant life is confined.

The oldest surfaces of both alluvial fans and alluvial aprons show

the dark tone of varrished "desert pavement."

The most unfavorable habitat where plants can ezist is at the

very heads of the gullies, since there the substratum is driest.

The sequence of appearance of plant species (Aire 41) as the gAl

head erodes upward provides a series of species according to their

tolerance to extreme drought. These fall into three groups. The

most drought tolerant group consists of bur sage, Bigelow's cholla

(cactus), creosote bush, and brittlebuoh. Somewhat less so are the

ocotillo, palo verde, staghorn cactus, and beavertail cactus; conse-

quently, these do not occur at the extreme tips of the gully branches.

Still farther down the gullies are found the sahuaro cactus, iranwood,

and jujuba. From the gully heads downward there is a aumalative

occurrence of different species; I.e., within the gwUy head sections

only the first group occur, farther down the first awd second groupe,

and still lower, the species of the first, second, and third groups.

1K addition to this definite lengthwise zonation of plants along

the gullies, there is a less distinct but nevertheless real lateral

sonation. For example, in the wider but still V-shaped portions

where all three plant groupe. are feund, there is a tendency for the

most tolerant apecies to oonoentrete on the two outside strips whre

the flat dark Interfluve surface first chanes through lateral &1

S... . .. : .-; . - . ,
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Fig. 41l. Gmo,.nd Vaoto of head of th,: L-u-Ll which crosses the road and
ends a lkttle Iwo the lefEt of car~ter in Figure 40. The most
drougt-trlerant plants invade the advancing gully head:

coLcro~otte bush, aad hur sag~e.



widening into the lighter surface of the rocky slope. The other

two expected bands are not so well differentiated from each other.

Mil~itary SIMIificance

Travel across alluvial fans is rather difficult. The bouldery

surface and the dissection make it difficult to travel across fans,

particularly transverse to the gullies. As long as one can follow

the washes, cross country movement is not difficult.

Dust is not as much of a problem on the fans as it is on the

aprons. Considerable flow of water is likely to occur following a

cloudburst in the mountains, as the fans are usually located at the

mouths of the largest canyons.

ALLUVIAL APRONS

The broad alluvial aprons are one of the outstanding features

of the landkscape in southwestern Arizona. These may also be called

bajadas (Spanish for "go down") or sloping desert flats.

Distribution

About 44 per cent of the Yuma Test Station area consists of

alluvial aprons. This includes the area of the washes that dissect

the aprons, which has been roughly estimated at about six or seven

per cent of the total area.

There are several aprons covering large areas that deserve mention.

The apron west of the Middle Mountains is dissected by several broad

deep washes that lead to the Colorado flood plain. Castle Dome Plain,

which is southwest of the Castle Dome Hountains, is shown in Fig. 42.

It is crossed by many shallow washes that converge and diverge in a
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braided usetwrk that drains in a southwesterly directio Into the

Gila. The broad plain with the Castle Dome mountains on the West

and the bhite Tank and Palomas Mountains on the eat extnds from

the pass between the Kofa and Castle Dowe ranges down to the ODA

valley at Tme Hill and Growler (figure 43).

The surfaces of alluvial aprons slope gently from the land ftorm

above$ usual27 mountains or fans, down to base level of the vallq.

Along the edge of Indian Wash the average slope over a ten-mile

distance, based on U.S.G.S. bench marks, Is one per cean In other

areas of the Southwest, shallow basins with no surface drainage

outlet have been formed, but the proximity of the Colorado and Gila

Rivers have led to the development of drainageways through the aprons

in the Test Station Area.

Surfaces are fairly level, broken only by the washes which cross

these plains. In most cases, dissection is not severe, and the washes

are shallow. In some places, however, sach of the original surface

has been eroded away, leaving topography that approaches that of hills,

but there are still considerable level surfaces on the tops. The most

severe erosion has occurred in the higher portions of the aprons near

the mountains.

221 and Cooiin

As mentioned in the introduction of this 'chapter, the alluvial

aprons have been developed as the fans coalesced with adjacent fans

alon the mountain faces and ae&as the wlle~s. As the ruddig water

A"



i•s , n, aVtu ie i of Castle Dcme Plai looking NNE along
State neoar1  in ½thc lcwer left. The iddl. e Mountains are
in `h' e'ccrtert, and Castle Dome Peak is in the distance,

Fig, 43, The alluvial apron east of the Castle Dome Mountains. The Kofa
Mountains are at the right in the distance. This view is north-
west from near Loc. 366.0- 23-0°
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debouched from tVe restricting walls of the mountain canyona, the

water spread out and deposited the coarser debris as its velocity

decreased. Finer &aterials were carried farther out on the plain.

The materials that comprise the aprons are pebbles mixed with

silt and sand. Erosion has removed the silt and sand from the

surface, leaving the layer of pebbles on the surface that forms the

desert pavement. Beneath this surface of the desert pavement which

is perhaps an inch thick, tho original soil materials are found. The

level surface of the pavement is shown in Figure 44, and a detail

view of .he underlying materials is shown in Figure 45.

Surface Characteristics

Desert pavement makes up the major portion nf the surfaces on

alluvial aprons. The surfaces of the mosaic-like pebbles, and other

rocks that may be present, are coated with the dark stain of desert

varnish.

'ie desert pavement surface is firm and smooth, broken only by

the dry washes. The washes are shallow in the lower portions of the

aprons, but they have eroded more in the high portions near the

mountains.

The dark surface of the alluvial apron throughout most of the Tuma

area is dotted with many light-toned circular patches. These are small

mounds built by comonities of burrowin& animals. The light unvarnished

subsoils are brought to the surface and scattered about by the small

animals. These are easily seen on the airphotos, as shown it Fiewe 44,

largely because of the sharp contrast in tons. Some are 40 to 60

feet across, but not more than a foct or two high and my contain

15 or 20 burro'rs. Figures 46 and 47 illustrate this condition on the

ground.



Fig. ';. he zot smotor t Pavc-mcn. s~urface . -ith s.1x22ow wrashes on
the Castle Dome Pla.IM. The light-colored spots are the low
animazl mounds.

Fig. 45. Detail view of the pebbles.. sand, and silt beneath the
desert pavement surface.



46 ~~1 I~ f J;hcLr~ ~~~ which hou~ses smzJ2.1
r':;z~w~ni~J~ Ths o : i Ie -ha n a fcot high,

Figý, 47, Vctli. vieur of the entrance to a burrow,,
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VYgetation

This discussion includes the vegetation of transgressive washes

across alluvial aprons; in fact, it is only the surfaces eroded by

water (or less :,mmonly by wind) which have any appreciable amount

of plant cover. Since the alluvial apron is the dominant land form

of the Yuma Test Station Area, it supports the mast widespread and

important of the plant commuAlties. The several habitats traversed

in a cross section through the microtopography taken at right angles

to a typical wash channel have been outlined in another section.

The airphoto reproduced in Figure 17 shows an upper altitude

portion of an alluvial apron with much of its surface black and

unaffectad by erosion. The trees scattered along the narrow young

gullies in single f£le• and forming often continuous lines of

coalesced crowns on the borders of large wash channels, are palo verde

ýýnd ironwood. This is a part of the enlargement from which the 6.8

density figikre (Table il on page 70) was obtained. Had the washes

alone been considered, obviously the plant density figure would have

been very much greater.

A lower altitude alluvial apron is shown inL Figure 48. Nearly all

of the dark pavement surface has been removed by erosion, so that

Ymch more of the terrain has been colonized by plant invaders. Although

their dispersal follows the braided-dendritic drpinage pattern, this

is much less evident to an observer on the ground. The vegetation

approaches that of a gently sloping featureless plain dominated by

creosote bush and bur sage which scarcely show on the airphotos. The

occasional shallow washes support lines of palo verde, iranwood, and

a few shrubs of larger size than the interfluvial dominants.

77.' • •



Tables III and IV (On pags 70 and 71) list stations In the

afluvial apron tWp. in series; those having mach uneroded surface

are listed first, and the fractions indicate approxiwate proporticne

of undisturbed vs. water-disturbed surfaces. The data show that the

large plants decrease in abundance and coverage as erosion progresses

in aLbuvial aprons toward a terrain of uniformly leval topography.

Both absolutely and relatively, the importance of small shrubs on

the interfluves increases markedly during this process of land form

evolution.

Detailed measurements of vegetation on the ground were made on

a high elevation alluvial apron supporting creosobe bush in an almosst

pure stand. The airphoto appearance was ever, more uniform than that

shown in Figure 48. A ground photograph of this wcea is reproduced as

Figure 49. The density of creo3ote bush is 16A 6 2.186 individuals,

per acre, so that the error is 2.7 per cent o;i the moan d(•-nlty. Th'3

low per cent error with only 11 sample strip: (tach 100 feet x 20 fe,9)

indicates great regular.ity of spacing of the :..vid,',lT. 'he plants

cover 2.5 per cent of -,he total ground mrfaz,2, or otnly 1,W, square

feet per acre,,

Approximntely h3lfway down the alluvl..). apron, per cent. aburnAan'ce

of the plants in a we'szi of medium width showed palc verde 41.1. yxr cent;

ironwood 36.8; ocotillo 160; sahuaro 4.9; end ju.,uba 1,2 pe'r ccnt..

The cholla, beavortail, and staghorn •&tcti extend down the aproas

from higher elevatious to a lower limit at about 1,050 feet. alt.itudot.

Their lowest altitudinal occurrence is in gullies, where moisture

(

Sa ait t f i i I
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Fig. 48. Vegetation cn a finely dissected alluvial apron, ýith
trees in the narrow washes and shrubs between them, his
site is at oc. 368.0 - 77.8.



Fig. 490. Pue creosote bush cor-uity, with these shrubs openly
and rather regularly spaced. This is a ground view taken
at tho samc site as the airphoto in Fig. 4q at Loc. 368ý 77.8,,
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conditions remain favorable farther down slope tha. on the inter-

fluves. Although saharo occurs generally, it is much more abundant

an aprons above the .100-foot contour.

In a lower alluvial apron site of intarbraided washes represented

in Figure 50, an 6- foot elongated plot, 100 feet wide was laid out

on e eround to parallel and inctzde just one border of wide and wedium

wash channels and some of the flood-worked lateral areas. The results

obtained were as follows:

Denstv ~ Abundance

Palo verde 10.1 51.6

Ironwood 4 22.7

Lycfwum 2,1 U. 0

Desert-lavender J.6 8o6

JuJuba 0)3 4,o

Cat's cla0i

Of the to commonest large shrubs, iycit.:. appcars to ae ufre

important than desert-lavender in lower apror washes, wVila the reverse

applies in mountain washes. Of possible interest in this connection

is the thorny, stiff, impenetrable nature of Lycium, in contrast to

the thornless desert-lavender.

Milita Significance

Alluvial aprons represent the most stable soil areas throughout

the desert around Yuma. This is because they are relatively firm,

the soils are granular, and the smooth surface is relatively uninter-

rupted except by shallow broad washes. Trpfiicability is no probLera

.,(-



Fig. 50. Large-scale vertical airphoto of palo verde-ironwood-lycium
conmrunity bor-dering larger wash channels and creosote bush
(smaller) elsewhere. This is on the alkluvial apron at
Loc. 367.6 -77-8. The absence of desert pavement and desert

%vaxrnish is apparent.
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( cii the apron surface for either wheeled or tracked vehicles. However,

some of the wshes which crone the aprons may offer an obstacle to

movement, particularly if they have steep slopes on their banks. This

is more serious for wheeled vehicles than for tracked vehicles. The

washes themselves contain loose sand and gravel which may make crossing

of wheeled vehicles a problem. Washes are definitely to be avoided

during a rainstorm when flash floods my occur. The upper surface of

the aprons are safe during a rainstorm, particularly on the dark

varnished portions which do not exhibit a braided surface pattern.

Dustiness is a problem of consi ierable magnitude on the alluvial

aprons. Vehicles crossirg the aprons should avoid tracking because

one or two passes is sufficient to loosen the surface considerably

and expose the silty materials juet beneath the layer of "pavement."

The normally clear air of the desert makes it possible to see dust

from a moving vehicle for a considerable distance. Because the dark

varnished particles are turned over or mashed down into the light

colored soil matrix the tracks of vehicles are retained for a long

period of time. They are easily seen and followed on the grouid, by

aerial observation, or by study of airphotos of the area. The dust

stirred up by a moving vehicle is shown in Figure 51. Figures 52 and

53 show how well the wheel tracks show up on desert pavem6nt, even

after six months time.

The dark varnish tone on the desert pavement precludes the use

of most of the apron for the laying, of mine fields. It is impossible

to disturb the surface without leavwng a mark. This is not true in

the lignt-toned burrow mounds or in the washes, but vehicies are

likely to avoid the burrow miounds. "laahetý an be mined with no

diffi..ltieu.



Figc 5L. A dense clou:.cl of dust is st-ir.ed up b.-r n. vehicle after
t~en -casses cv~er the desert pavemnent at I C. 3½5ý7 - 76.4.
The apearfarmce of these t-racks after six- mrnths elapsed

tim i shown. in Figure 53-



Fie. 52. The smcoth 2-ur~'ace of the desert ipavement. The tra*lks at
!t-e right side of the photo have just been made~. Thne faint
tracks were made six months previou~sly,

FiF~ 53. Ten passes acrmss tha deserts pa-ement leave tracks Jlike
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A terrace is a beoch that is situated between a flood plain or

strema and an upland. The Tuw Test Station Headqwarterst Research

and Development Area• and the Lanas Airport of tta Test Station arn

located an a larg * terrame.

Three per cent of the Tuma Test Station area consists of terraces.

They are found along the Gila River and along the southern part of the

Colorado. The upper part of the Colorado has a narrow, restricted

valley where terraces are not usually formed.

The largest terraces are the ones in the ricinity of the Research

and Development Area (Figures 9 and 54) and ona in the southeast corner

of the mapped area on the south side of the Gila River. On the north

side of the Gila, in the vicinity of Growler, a series of terraces has

been fairly well dissected by washes that cross the large alluvial apron

to the north.

Terraces are fairly level. As can be noted on the aerial view,

Figure 42, there are not so many washe3 crossing the terrace in the

lower left comer as there are on the adjacent alluvial apron. The

terrace at the southeast corner of the mapped area on Plate 1- has very

little dissection.

Gelg n Composition

The terraces are believed to be associated with deposition from

the Colorado and Gila Rivers when they were much larger and contained

mobh more water than today. Just east of the Headquarters Area some

of the major washes from the alluvial aprons have reduced the terrace

surface considerably. The eroded surraces expose beds of silt and f•ine

S. ',:•,.



Fiz. ~ ~ ~ 0-1 5> 41L "iuc errta~c ftvir ht of th-e rResearch and

Ara vi xwr.sI. Dlarni in thne boackgrou-nd,
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C enid. b present a "PMAntod desert" appearance ainoe shades of

red, Yollow, tan, brown, and white occr. It is not certain whether

these beds are of serino origin. However, topograpbiclly,, they are

sitniated above the flood plain of the Colorado and below the alluvial

fans and aprons associated with the mountains of the area.

§g.ace Characteristics

Loose sandy materials mantle such of the terrace formations. This

was observed along S.R. 95 in the vicinity of the Pesearch and Develop-

mont Area and on the terrace ai. the , outheast corner of Plate H. The

surface of these sand plains is slightly un(u~tatinr, and conditions

seea to be favorable for the development of dunes° It was considered

that the stage has not yet been reachwi vWhe;e the surface can be

classified as dune topography.

Vei~etation

The vegetation on terraces is not appreciably different from that

of the lower half of thi alluvial apron next above the terrace. This

is discussed in the section on alluvial aprons. Ocotillo is more

prevalent on terraces. Palo verde and ironwood are ýound along the

poorly developed washes. Creosote bush and bur sage are also common

on the terraces.

A bur sage-creosote bush-ocotillo cowmanity on a terrace was

studied in detail on the ground at Loc. 364.3 - 74.4. The density o.f

bur sage is 425 crowns per acre. Creosote o•ush has a denuity of

72.3 t 5.0, a per cent error of 6.9. Ocotillo numbers 30.5 t 3.4

individuals per acre; the per cent error is 11. Small cbumps of dry

grass occurred in the density of 87 per acre.

(.... . .• • . . ..•. .
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Terraces are ordinarily 13vel enough to be easily traversed.

Within Test Station Area, they are of such limited -t,ent. that they

are not important as routes for cross-country t,a el. The loose *and

that mantles several of the large terraces myq cause some minor

difficulties. The terraces make v, , sites for the location of military

bases. They are not dissected i nuch as alluvial aprons, and the

problem of runoff and shoot floodJng ._ aot so great.

FLOOD PLAINS

Southern Yuma Co inty, whi, is one of the driest and Ates.

desert in the United Jtato:), iw ,c,re, fi)rtunate than other areas of

less severe climatic extremes. T ' Colorado River, whic .As

greatest river in the Southwest, i.)wu along thu western border.

Besides being the source of water supply ter the lest Station and the

city of Tuma, the Colorado furn shes great arounts of water for

irrigation purposes, not only for the vicinity of Yuma but also for

the great Imperial Valley in, Califomi,.. Much of the flood plain

of the Colorado has ,,.en 'looded sir -e the construction of the Lagun'

and Impe:ial Dam.

Distribution

Flood . i arc found on4 along the Colorado River in the south-

western p.- -f thu area and alor.,, the GQla ldver bed that meanders

In and oat of t:o southern 1 .-.1 of the mapped area. Flood plains

cover a&cut .,. w_ ,r caltt ,"' the lums Test Station Area. A view of

ths Colorado flood 14air, looking v..ath over the Laguna Dam is shown

(in Fi- re 55. In Fipre 56, the broad flood plain of the 01ta is

Illustrated. Additional aerial views that include the Gila flood plain

are Figur s 27 aLA 30.



5.Flool -mIain of th- Colorado F.~e. loclki g southward
to~i.alrd t>. Lý-,gza Dam. an'd f*' m- ~~ies,

Fig, 5~6., Flood plain of the Gila River, loolking eastward from the
vicinity off Tax-as Hill.
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The surface of the flood plains is rather level.* Above the

Imperial Dan the Colorado Valley is rather narrow. Because the river

level has been raised by the dams, practically the entire upper valley

has beon flooded. This is alo true of the broader flood plain between

the Imperial and Laguna Dams, where the features are swamp-like.

Below the Laguna Dam most of the flood plain now consists of irrigated

fields. The flat plain is now well dissected by numerous irrigation

canals. At some places the banks of the major canals may rise ten or

fifteen feet above the adjacent plain.

Geoloxy I~nj _Composition

The materials that make up the flood plain are recent alluvial

deposits. The Colorado River formerly carried a very heavy load of

( sediment to deposit on its lower delta. Much of this suspended material

now settles at the bottom of the lakes that have been formed above

the several large dams that have been construtcted along its course.

The Laguna and Imperial Dams have raised the level of the river

enough that most of the flocd plain is flooded above the Laguna Dam.

The soil consists primarily of sl.its and fine sand. Where the flood

plain is only slightly above the usual weter level, a dry silty crust

covers the moist sandy silt beneath.

Along the road between the Test Station Headquarters and the

Imperial Dam,, soil samples were taken on a siall alkali flat on the

flood plain. There were about three inches of dry alkali crust on

tary moist brown silt. A summary of the test data is shown below:

(
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Dethloiskurl P. 1, ines

0-3" 7% .12% NP 97%

3-9" 31% 24% NP 93A

There was no vegetation where the alkali covered the surface.

The dry Gila River bed and adjacent flood plain are shown in

Figure 27. The channel is marked by the vegetative growth across the

photo. Immediately to the left of the inselberg in the foreground,

the flood plain consists of a fine silty simd. Observations at a

number of sites in various parts of the flood plains showed that the

soil is predominantly silts and fine sands. In the dry bed of the

Gila near the east edge of the map, a sample was taken from a depth of

1 to 8 inches, and the tests showed the following results: moisture

content 4%9 L. L. 38, P. I. 27, and 98% of the material passing the

#200 sieve.

Practically all of the flood plain below the Laguna Dam has been

irrigated. Actually, as described by Sykes (20), this is a part of

the Colorado delta, but it has the same features as flood plains.

Additional irrigated areas are found along the Gila River. Silts

and find sands are the predominant soils. Further discussion of the

features of irrigated areas is presented at the end of this chapter.

Vexetation

The map of Arizona natural vegetation (16) separates the flood

plain site along the lower Gila River into "irrigated land" and

"mesquite and saltbush bottoms." Since the Colorado flood plain in

the latitude of the Test Station has been largely covered by impound-

( ment, and the rough land of the Chocolate (Arizona) and Trigo Mountains

adjoins this resevoir, the vegetation of the Colorado flood plain need

be considered only below Imperial Dam.

_" __"' '_ KU j| n-!--n.--,- -
___ __#



The flood plain aluvius supports vegetation of several stages,

correlated with tbh period of time sine, deposition of the substrata,

or since the last drastic disturbance of the surface and vegetation.

The relation betweea the average position of the water table and the

soil surface is the most obvious basis for the arrangement of these

co•munities. Starting with the deepest standing water that permits

plants with submerged roots but stems emerginZ above water, the habitat

of the great bulrush is found. This plant occurs in marshes and in

shallow water along river banks. It was seen in backwaters below

Imperial Dam. In slightly more shallow standing water is the .at-tail,

a very common marsh species. The ground in this conmimity is more

likely to be dry for a part of the year due to normal seasonal fluctua-

tion of water-level. The next drier stage is -represented by the

common reed (Aigure 57) and arrcwwaed, occuriug in shal).ow water or

on soil saturated at or near the surface.

Another condition o-cirs on river alluviux -r0jat ordinarily has

no standing water except possibly in the deeper depretslonm. The

water table, ihowever, is close enough to the surface to allow the rise

from it of capillary moisture. When this evaporates at the surface,

it leaves a deposit or surface efflorescence of white alkali. ?ra.-tic-

ally no plants grow here except picklebush (Figure 58) which is

generally dominant, and aome aalt-codar and saltgrass. Mach of the

ground is completely bare of plant cover. Picklebush is a low leafless

shrub with a green succulent stem divided into thickened fleshy section3

resembling miniature pickles.



57. Cor-n- cC-' cri t-1he Colorado lic .Lc,-d ba1ow.
1Impo-3- Dia. Da-r.

rig,. 58, Picklebunh~ a chaxacteri~tdic 3.aI'3 grec~n shrub, on soil.
showirg uhite al.- blcoi-;.
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The next drier habitat is dominated by salt-cedar, arroweed,

and saltbush. The latter (Figure 59) forms extensive and dense

thickets up to 15 feet high and exclusively of this species. The

leaves apparently remain on throughout the year in this region.

Salt-cedar (Figure 60) is, however, the most important plant of this

stage. It was brought into the United States from the Mediterranean

region but has become thoroughly naturalized ixi recent years and has

crowded out more valuable species. It is but one of the pests which

illustrate the folly on introducing exotic species which, when freed

of their biological controls, rapidly epread at the expanse cf useful

native plants.

The plants mentioned thus far are all ful~.g dopqndent upon the

ground-water reservoir, and would not long survive if the only water

available were that from local precipitation.

The final group of flood plain plants is rade up of two kinds of

species in relation to ground water, although they 6row in mixture.

Some of them, as cottonwood, mesquite, and torni.iio would be generally

unable to develop here without the abundant gravity wrater and the

capillary fringe derived from the water table. (An occa ional mesquito

occurs in mountain washes, however.) On the othfer hand, ,cattered

amon•g them are species typical of the dry upLnid J.eF•art, Although

these species (palo vezle, ironwood, and creosote buish) are well

adapted to do without any contact with the water table, i.L the flood

plain site they take aIvantage of this source and grow to corAiderably

larger size than eleewhere.

C



Ar z. &ea,

Fi.60, Salt-'zeciar chrowing th,, yellowcTd, droopintg foliage in
Dec ember,
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CTwo*rd, next to the flood plain along the lower GCla, some of

which is in agricultural uso, a widespread type ia practically pre

msqui&.e occupying the domes of low stabilized dunes in a border zone

paralleling the course of bhe river, along the outer edges of the

flood plain. The merqaite as it typically develops when stabilizing

dunes#, it heri low and shrub-like. Some leaves were present in

Docember .1953, bu. were yellowed and fatling. Doubtless the roots are

tapping the grourA water reservoir; mesquite is practically absent

in the alluvial apron phya6ographic type at slightly higher altitudes

ir. this area because (as a rule) it cannct do without ground water

in th.a climate of extremely low precipitation.

Militaryv Slanificance

Imperial Dam maintains a wator level upstream that keeps almost

Sall that portion of the flood plain under water. The narrow valley

is restricted on both sides by mountains mid hills. In order to

traverse these flooded plains, a vehicle would need to be able to

operate in several feet of water. .'7en access to this upper plain

is difficult except just north of Castle Dome Landing.

Most of the plain betweeii the two dams is also flooded much of

the time, but the water is not as deep as it is above the Imperial Dam.

Conditions are swamp-like and vegtation is dense.

Below the Laguna Dam alam.3t all the plain is irrigated. The plain

is crossed by a network of canals of various sizes', so s of which Pre

a )r obstacles to cross , •untry nwvemenV Some of the larger canals

are lined and have banks which rise ten or twelve feet aboce the

adjacent plain so gravity f.: ow can bt naintained throughout the system.
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Part3 of the Gila Valley are irrigated, and these canals offer

the sam obstacles to movemnt. The rest of the Gila flood plain

shmald present few problem in movIng military vehicles.

The Colorado River io an important source of water supply, and

wells in the adjacent flood plains and terracos should also furnish

water. Although the Gila River is dry, underground waters draining

through the unconsolidated materials probably percolate beneath the

dry river bed.

Irrigated Areas

Large areas of land in the vicinity of Yuma are irrigated, making

it an important agricultural center. Most of the irrigation projects

are on the flood plains. Since irrigation is not a natural condition

of the surface, irrigated areas are discussed here separately from

the rest of the flood plains. Onl-r a small, portion of ths irrigated

land is within the Yunra Test Station Area, as shown on Plate W-. on

the Colorado flood plain in tho vicinity of Bard and on the Gila flood

plain near McPhaul Bridge and also east of Roll.

The soil materials of these irrigated lands are similar to those

in other portions of the flood plains, consisting primarily of silts

and sands. These soils retain their supporting ability even while

they are flooded. The cone penetrometer was used in a number of fields

to check on the trafficabJ.t.ty coditions. In a field that was still

moist near Bard, the following average cone Didicee were obtained:

25 at surface, 145 at 3", and 270 at 6". Thi.s was in a field that

had been irrigated many years, giving it a chance to become well

compacted. In another field near Roll that had been leveled and
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opened for irrigation uhe previous year, the readings were lower:

30 at surface, 50 at 3", 110 at 6", 140 at 9", 185 at 12", and

300 at 18". Mhere the fields had dried out, readings of 300 were

obtained less than 3 inches from the surface. All these readings

indicate relatively good trafficability conditions.

The network of irrigation canals is a definite barrier to cross-

country mcvement. The main canals are too broad and too deep for most

vehicles to crosaE. Some of them are built uplUke levees, so the

canal may be ten or twelve feet above the adjacent fields.

Wbiter vegetables, particularly lettuce, are the most important

crops. Cantaloupes are the largest samxer product. Cotton, dates,

and citr-as fruits ars aLso cultivated.

FLAYAS

A playa is a level plain that occupies the lower portion of the

shallow basins, or bolsons. A playa is usually dry, but after a

storm, : p laya lake, only a few inches deep, may cover a large area.

PlDyas are coimon in closed basins throughout the Southwest.

The Colorado and Gila R.ivers have extended their drainage systems

through the Tert StEAtion area and provided surface drainage to the

alluvial plains. Hence, trve basins do not exist in the Test Station

Area.

Distribution

The only 1playa or playa-like situation in the vicinity of !uma

is the one that is south of Stoval, This playa is located just

outside of +.he 3outheastern corner of the mapped area; its northern

tip, howevar, is shown on the border of Plate I. This playa was

not included when the percentages of the various land forms within

the Yuma Test Station Area were coaputed.

*I gI
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TopoaSravhy

The surface of the playa is level. As shown in Figpre 61, only

a few clumps ow vegetation are scattered across the monotonously

flat plain.
olo and CoPRposit ion

Playas occupy the loweat portion of the closed basins which result

from filling-in process of erosion, removal. and deposition in basin-

range areas. M•ateria.ls eroded from the mountains are transported to

the basins by running water.

The coarcr all.uvial materials have been deposited adjacent to

the mourntains, while the finer materials have been carried far out

into the basins. Materials in the playas consist primarily of silts,

with some clay and a3ltali depositso As the playas dry follo ing wet

periods, cracks develop in the surface. The cracks in the silty sur-

face of the playa s.oirh of Stoval are shown in Figure 62.

Sand that is blo±n across tha surface by the wind tends to collect

around the scattered clumps of vegetation. Ordinarily a playa is dry,

but after a storm, a playa lake may be formed, covering many square

miles with water only a few inches deep.

Vegetation

The vegetation is very sparse on playas. An example is contained

in Figure 61. The uidely scattered shrubs are separated by barren silt

isurfaces.

Military Significance

The broad. rather smooth surfaces of playas offer no obstacles

to cross-country movement when dry. Dust will present a problem,

however.



Frig. 61ý The rbaya sout'h of Stovall. looking wrestward -with the
kohxvak 'Mo..1ntxin in the baclkground.

Fig0 62. Surface texture and cracks in the silty material or the
playa.
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The ifr.went periods following rainfall when water occupies

the playa maq offer some prmblems. The shallow water should not be

deep mnouo to Impede movement, but the surface will be slippery and

soft.

There are many types of playas, of which this is only one, and

problem can be differen• or intensified, depending upon the type,

WASHES

Washes are such an integral part of the alluvial aprons and fans

that they are most appropriately discussed in the chapter on plains in

this report. Mention is also made in this section of the washes and

canyons in the mountainous and hilly areas.

Distribution

Dry washes are found throughout every part of the area. Becauce

k they are long, narrow, and winding, their areas are difficult to

compute. Besides, they are an integral part of the plains and mountains

in which they are found. Therefore, when comiirXiting the percentages

of the various land forms in the Test Station Area, the washes have been

included with the surface forms that they traverse.

To give an indication of the extent of washes, a ro°agh estimate

has been made that approximataly 12 per cent of the Yuma Test Station

Area consists of d&7 washes, canyons, ard other drainagew-ays (about

60 per cent of the washes travorse alluvial aprons, about 25 per cent

are mountain washes and canyons, and ).bot'it 15 per cent are gullies in

the hills). Washes in other land forms are Less than 1 per cent of

the area.

(;V
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The washes across the alluvial aprons are long and relatively

narrow. The bes are omonly flat, but they slope Sqntly down to

the base level wash. The gradient is a little steeper near the

muntains. In the lower part of the valley whore slopes are almost

flat and there has been i~ttle erosion, the washes are shallow.

Toward the mountains the gradients are steeper, and the washes may

be five or ten feet deep. Washes converge and diverge in a braided

pattern. Within the washes themselves, the surfaces are rather level.

Washes and gullies dissecting the alluvial fans resemble those in

the higher parts of the aprons. Large boulders are found along these

upper washes.

Near the front where some of the mountain washes are broad,

some of the characteristics of the washes on the fans still prevail,

as that in Figure 23. Generally, however, mountain washes and canyons

are winding and narrow with steep sides. Their bottoms iy be rough,

and "dry falls" are common.

e and CoMosition

Dissection in the desert is more severe than it is in the humid

climates. When the infrequent cloudburirs occur, the runoff is large.

Water velocities are high, and the erosion is severe. Channels become

blocked, and new ones axe made.
j

The erosion is most severe in the mountains where slopes are

steep, flow is restricted to narrow canyons, and the velocities are

high encugh to move huge boulders. It is this erosion in the mountains

that has moved the material that now makes up the fans and aprons.

'F777 71
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Fig. 64. Indian Wash. one Of' the largest in the area, is broad
with steep sides.
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The fans are primar3ly depositional forms that have been built

up by the materials that have been brought down from the mountains.

Considerable erosion has dissected fan surfaces as these are places

where the greatest runoff is likely to be concentrated.

Washes that cross the fans and upper aprons have a consider•ble

gradient, and deep gullies with steep sides have developed. Toward

the center of the valleys the slopes are more flat, and the washes

are not as deep. The washes across the aprons tend to be generally

parallel, but they branch out and coalesce fith adjacent washes in a

bredded pattern.

In the mountain canyons the bare rock channels my contain huge

blocks of rock or pockets of gravel3 in scoured out depressions.

The broader channels may be covered with coarse gravels. The material

in the washes which cross the fans and aprons is loose coarse gravels,

their size becomint smaller with increased distance from the mountains.

Surface Characteristics

In the mountains the canyons may be narrow and winding and exhibit

bare rock surfaces if al the loose material has been removed. The

more mature washes are broad and are mantled ,4th gravels and boulders.

The washes that cross the fans and aprons also contain very coarse

materials. Finer granular materials are found along the washes farther

out on the apron.

Vegetation

The vegetation along the washes has been discussed previously

under the various land forms with which the washes ae" associated,

C since so many of the washes are an Integral part of the surfaces that

they dissect. Most of the vegetation described on the other land

forus actualy grows along washes.
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It is appropriate to mention the base level washes, how",rer, as

they are broad enough to warrant further discussion. A broad storm-

water drainage system between mountains is illustrated in Figure 65.

The vegetation is very similar to that of the larger washes in the

lower portions of alluvial aprons (Figure 50) which is to be expected

since the environment is similar in general and merges imperceptibly.

Table IV on Page 71 shows that base-level washes support about 10 per

cent coverage by large plants, which is greater than that. of any other

terrain type sampled by airphoto enalysis. The large crown diameters

of the dominants, palo verde and ironwood, causes this increase of

coverage without necessarily increasing density.

Ironwood in th. low altitude washes and in the flood plain seem

to be more seriously infected with the partial parasite California

mistletoe; an exceptionally large mistletoe on a flood plain is shown

in Figure 66. Palo verde is also attacked, but not as commonly or

severely as is ironwood.

Military Simnificance

The only practical way of getting through several of the mountain

ranges is to follow a route along some of th, major washes. 'To old

roads through the Castle Done Mountains are shown on Plate I. The

roads cross low divides where broad washes extend ,into the heart of

the mountains. These roads are in poor condition now, but they are

passable by vehicles with four-wheeled drive.

The narrow winding canyons have little use in providing routes

for vehicles. They usually contain huge boulders which may block

the way, or "dry falls" may form an impassable barrier.
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Fig, 66. California -'.0stletoe, a parasite :infesting, the
crown,, of a larger mesquite.
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5. ' ' MThi •shos. tend to have roughly parallel courses across the

fans •'d aprons.'.'I Js extremely difficult to move transversely

across the washei where dissection has been sovere. The gullies

"are numerout and the sides exe steep. In disý,cted areas the best.

routes of travel are usually along the gui 1.en,

Natural tanks thaL usually contbin iwar are found at several

locatlons along the gul.lieu in'the, TtaSis° These have beer) caused

by unequal weathAexing Jn 4he rock of th=-n are at

the bases of "dry falls" wiere depres.o.- , be-! C',ýC :co.'•W out.

After a rain .,a vities h.Ld c , K '.: K . 1,±oI o0 times

some of them, t 'Vo;

StoTnia VIC : don t the

uasbes and oato:h c,..:•::• ,,e•:• ,•.• -•, T- .: .. . . ' •.. a 1i;,vji e. tu,
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( CHAPTU VI

MILITARY SIMrDANCA OF

YIOM TEST NTATION EIVIROUNET

&wlronmental factors must be considered in planning military

operations in the desert, and therefore their effects on man and

mterial mist be studied. In this chapter several important problems

are discussed premarily as they are related to the conditions that are

fmand at the Yuma Test Station, but muny of these environment stresses

are also found in other desert areas.

CHOSS COUNTRY M0VEKENT

Ylitary vehicles =. ba driven across the plains without any

great difficulties. Movrent is easy across the lower portions of the

alluvial aprons, as the washes are very shallow and easily crossed.

On some of the smooth portions of the desert pavement, a jeep can be

drIven almost as fast as it c&n along a paved road. On the alluvial

fans and portions of the apronw that are adjacent to the mountains,

dissection has cut gullies vth steep sides, and it is necessary to

locate a place to cross the washes. Travel along parallel washes

(which is usually in a direction toward the mountains) will not

encounter nearly as many gullies as travel at an angle.

The washes are th& best routes to follow through the hills and

mountains. In hilly regions it is often possibI a to climb the slopes

of the hills in order to cross to the other side or to travel on the

ridges. Movemeat in the mountains is very restricted. Slopes are

too steep and rocky to permit travel. Two roads cross through the

c• Castle Dome Mountains, following for the mest part along w~shes. These

1 -1
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road* Iayr not boon maintained for a considerable period of time

and are in very poor condition. Loose granular materials in the

wasbes form mch of the road bed, Many of the canyons are littered

with hugo boulders.

Considering the terrain surface in general, about 3 t', 10 per cent

has been shown to tke covered by plants large enough to impede progress

of such vehicles as jeeps and weapons carriers, at least. When attwn-

tion is centered on particular habitats, however, the problem appears

more serious, since in strips along wash borders larger crowned plants

often coalesce into an uninterrupted mass for a considerable distaniwe.

Avoiding such .:A\tted ranks of plants, and even those individuals in

more open stands, would be quite possible by selecting a circuitous

route through them, but this inevitably would slow down the operation.

It is believed that men traveling on foot would be slowed down more

by the plant factor thin by the terrain itself, whereas the reverse

would be true for sma . vehicles because of the 2-3 foot high vertical

walls of many washes.

While it might appear incredible that any desert tree could stand

up to a tank, it is believed that large ironwood Lrees (one of which

had a trunk 37 inches in diameter) could resist a tank quite eTfeutively,

since this is one of the world's hardest troodo. Prooably" this would

never become an issue because such huge trees are not common enough

to be closely spaced; a tank could be readily turned to avoid snvch

trees except possibly in the heat of battle.

.I,



DOiung drr weather met of the soil. nterials are capable of

mpportiing MW M ary vemiole. The toplgrapby is the most Important

obstacle in the movement of vehicles In the vicinity of Yum.

Miterials such as loose sand require special precautions and pro-

cedures. The Sand Hills can be crossed if 4he tire pressure is reduced

to 5 to 10 p.s.i., four-wheeled drive is used, and the route is care-

fu-ly selected to avoid cliubing the unstable sands along the steep

ilopes.

Following a heavy rain the silty soils will become soft and

slippery, which may ihhobilise some vehicles. Moisture stabilizes

the dune sand, however, and imprwves its trafficability.

Because of the presence of gravels and rock fragments mixed in

with most of the soils, the soil penetrometer cawnot be used to evaluate

the soil traffi-ability conditions. The only places where it ciuld be

used were sites where the soil consisted of sands and silts. Theme

initlude the Sand Hills, sand areas on the terraces, irrigated areas,

and a few additional flood plain sites.

AIR DROPS

From the standpoint of wivement of troops by air, It might appear

to the flyer unfamiliar with desert vegetation that because of the

unusually wide spacing of the vegetation, it wou.d be ideal for paiachute

operations. However, because of the combination ,of surface winds and

spiny cacti in the rTuA Test Station Area, such operations would be

highly Impracticable in the vegetatioual belts above 1000 feet where

VA



tolla grow. Although all the cacti present in the region have

nasty spines, Bielxow's chola has the worst. Its Loose stem segments

are readily detached and consequently more and more spines are

encountered in trying to remove the first ones. They are long,

slender and needlopointed, with barbs which make remval difficult

and facilitate their working in more deeply. It would be difficult

to iingine a worse fate than to be dragged by a parachute through

even one cholla plant, let alone a stand of them.

At elevations below the lower limits of cholla, staghorn, and

beavertail cacti, other thorny plants range throughout the remainder

of the terrain series through the flood plain. An individual para-

trooper might guide himself to a safe spot, but the success of mass

Jumps is dubious. The oates-claw, lycium, sahuaro, ironwood, tornillo

and others have spines of varying degrees of sharpness, size and

strength; they would insure that a certain proportion of the troops

would land in conditions for hospitilization unless equippedwith

goggles and garbed in special puncture-proof Jumping suits. On a

calm day or with the wind blowing parallel with the washes, may

jumpers would possibly be lucky enough to land on the barren desert

pavement interfluves, which are extensive in some places. However,

a nass parachute landing cannot be very selective.

SITE S&W1TION

Several importunt environmental factors must be considered in

evaluating a site in the desert for possible military use. An airfield,

for ezamples, requires a large level area where the mountains are

distant enough that they will not be a hazard to flying. The a. luvial

aprons or terraces would provide the best sites for this.
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The concentrated runoff (luring the infrequent desert storms

must be considered. There are not as many washes crossing the terraces

as there are crossing the aprons, probably because the terraces are

composed of more porous materials, and therefore a greater proportion

of the water seeps into the soil rather than running oft. Construction

in washes is dangerous, as any wash may be suddenly flooded even

though it has been dry for years. Aerial photographs and field

observations show that the existing airfields in the vicinity of

Yuma are located where there are not many washes. Tuma Air Force

Base, as well as several inactive military fields, are located a

short distance outside the Yuma Test Station Area. Terraces seem

to be the preferred location for these fields.

ROAD CONSTRUCTION

The construction of roads across plains offers no serious

difficulties. The surfaces are rather level, requiring no great

amounts of cuts or fills. Granular materials are available close

to the mountains although they may be scarce in the silt flats in

the centers of the aprons.

The most serious problem along the highways is surface water

runoff. Inadequate culverts are frequently washed out after storm.

Along S.R. 95, n along many other highways in arid regions, the road

dips where washes are crossed, so any water in the gullies flows

over the pavement. Such a road is not conducive to driving at hi&

speeds, but it greatly reduces the cost of construction and maintenance.

Mountains should almost always be avoided when building roads

in the basin and range topography. NMnW of the mountains are so rugged

that construction costs are extremely high. Ibny of the ranges cover

an area sail enough that the road can be routed mat eoomisafly

around the mountains.
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WaTR SUPPLY

Th. only Perennial source of surfade water in the vicinity of luma

is the Colorado River. Such an abundant supply of water is not avail-

able in mst desert areas.

Natural rock tanks are found at several locations in the moutase.

The larger tanks wiil hold water for several umnths after a rainfall.

Thuqe tanks are often the only surface water supply in a large area. They

=W become dry when there is a Long period of time between rains.

Sometimes water can be obtained by digging a few feet down in the

granular materials of intermittent strsam beds.

In the basin and range topography, the best source of ground water

is wells that have been bored in the alluvial aprons.. Much of the

rainfall permeates down through the valley fill naterials to the rock

floor. Deep Well and Middle Well were important sources of water years

ago when the mines were active. Deep Well is about 1200 feet deep.

COVER AND COCZAL'iM4T

The narrow mountain canyons offer the best sites for concealment.

Unless a reconnaissanceplans was very nearly over.head, the aerial

observer could not see anything hidden in many of the mountain canyons.

The topography of the hills offers only a small degree of conceal-

ment against aerial observation. The gullies are good routes which

reveal little information to ground observation posts.

About the only topographic concealment that tiv plains offer is

against the steep malls of the deeper washes. M ach of this is insuf-

ficient for vehicles but would be adequate for a man on foot.

T,0



CDesert trees bordering the washes (palo verde and ironwood) have
spreadiag ceam&, and sometimes the tree crowns coalesce. Such crowns

have sufficiently dense foliage or branohlets to afford foot soldiers

concealment from the air at all times of the year. The older trees

have lateral branches drooping sharply, especially in the case of iron-

wood. A rather extreme case was furnished by one old ironwood with a

trunk diameter of 36" (at one foot up). It had a complete screen of

largely dead but very dense branchlets around the entire periphery of

its crown, so that only by breaking branches where they are fewest could

one force entry beneath the cromn. Once within, there was an opening

about 5 feet wide all around the trunk and the inside of the wall of

vertically hanging branches. The latter were firmly anchored in the

flood-deposited silt of the wash on all sides of the tree. An observer

50 feet from the tree looking for a man wearing a conspicuous black

and white checked shirt (who was standing up within the tree shelter)

could spot him only with difficulty even though he already knew where

he was. The man under the tree, on the other hand, could see out

without any difficulty.

A small vehicle, such as a jeep, could be hidden beneath many of

the larger palo verde and especially ironwood. These trees would less

often afford satisfactory concealmmt from observers on the ground.

In the case of palo verde, a striking characteristic is the shedding

of numerous dead branches. Often an old tree is s~irrounded beneath

the edge of the crown by a roughly doughnut-shaped brushpile made up

of its own dead and fallen branches. Some of these would usually need

CA
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( to be remved in order to get a jeep or simila silse equipment under

its romwn for ooncealmut. For hiding men on foot,, however, the dead

trash would be an asset that enhances the possibility of concealing

them frem gromd observers.

Because of the thorny nature and the dense rigid branches of my

desert shrubs,, they would not be very feasible hiding places for ioot

soldiers or for any other conosalment pirpose,* ewai though the size of

the dome-like clumps would seem promising. The branches reach clear to

the ground. Lycium is such a shrub. Jujuba has evergreen leaves, which

are large as desert leaves go and very dense. It is difficult or

usually impossible to see through the clump, so that a man could hide

behind it., but he could not hide under it or within its stiff branches,

which are without thorns, however. Where several clumps have the crowns

coalesced, a man might obtain concealment from the air by lying on the

ground between such clumps. Most thornless shrubby clumped species are

too sparsely branched for concealment (creosote bush) or far too small

for effective concealment (bur sage), even of one man.

SURVIVAL

The greatest problem of man in the desert is lack of water. Thf

natural sources of surface water and ground water in the Yuma area are

mentioned in the section on water supply.

The use of barrel cactus as an emergency source of drinking water

is well knoun. The top is cut off, and the pulpy tissue punches down

to form a depression in which the bitter-tasting water collects.

, 77
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The fkits of sehuaro wero an important source of food for Indians

of the region. The fruits of other cacti have a pulp interior having

soae food value for humns, Which would be edible until dried out. This

is YarticularlY true of the flat-stemed prickly pear types which are

bred as food plisnts in Mexico. The very small needle-like cluetered

spinev should bu very carefully removed if the entire fruits are to

ba eaten; otherwise they can bo rubbed off sufficiently for handling,

tho flrLt halved, and only the interior eaten.

The pods of xesqaute are rich in food value and also provide some

noUtur.• n eaten.

Any small variation in man's body temperature, even one or two

degrees, reducea his afficiency (26). The oody can obtain heat by

absorption from the air, radiation by direct sunlight, absorption of

reflected sunlight from the ground, contact with the ground, or by

exocise. The body m-et get rid of the excses heat to keep its temper-

ature normal. This is done by the evaporation of sweat from the sarface

of the skin.

Sweating, however, dehydrates the body at an alarming rate. Energy

loaier are great as the body becomes deficient in moisture. The

efficieney locs by dehydration can ue restored quickly by drinking

water. There is no substitute for water to prevent dehydration and

kebp the body at normal efCicieucy.

""scees heat that the body gains mnst be balanc'd by the evapor. ,.ion

of a certain avmnt .f sweat, and the body moisture lost by sweat ,•t

be replaced by drinking water. The only way to conserve water is t.

ration sweat by protecting the body against heat. Thiw can be done

(7 by keeping the body well covered, keeping out of the sun, and doing

any necessary walking at night.
N•
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These oennts an the water needs of man in the desert have boew

s8awrised from the pablioation 'Afoot in the Desert" (26). The chart

in !igwe 67, obtained from the saws source, shows the number of day*

that one can survive in the desert with limited water supplies. The

data in this chart appeared originally in "Physiology of Man in the

Desert' by S. F. Adolph and associates.

CJ • / .A A , • . .•-. 41i



AYS of EXPECTED SURVIVAL
in the

"DESERT

Under Two Conditions

Ma. aiy h Available Water per Man, U. S. Quarts

TMerp°- Days of Expected Survival

120* 2 2 2 .

110, 3 3 3-5 4 5 7I00 5 5.5 , 7 95.3.

901 7 9 2 5 23

9 03 19 29

7o" 10 1 8, 9 2 0.5 3.5

606* 8 I1 12 14 21 32

050" 80 1 9 32

Max. Daily Available Water per Man, U.S. Quarts
Shade 0 1 j: :2:: 4 t0 2.0

Temp * F. Days of Exoected Surviv al

I120' 1 2 2 2. 5 35

90" 5 5.5 5.5 6.5 6

70" 75 1 8 9 10 ý5 13.5

60" 8 8.5 9 t! 1 "4

50" 8 ILI 14

FIG. (0'7
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COCUSION AND MOMOUDATIONS

WAIWATIOI OF TH IMA TEST STATION

In the opinion of most of the perso•nel of the test team that

were interviewed, the env'srcnoental conditions at the TYua Test Station

offer conditions that are suitable for conducting most of the desert

testing propems. Several of the advantages of the site of the Yuma

Test Station are jumtarised below:

1. Plentiful water supply for adequate facilities tt. support

desert research.

2. Higb smr temperatures, exceeded only by Death Valley.

3. Very low humidity.

4. Very low annual rainfall.

SProximity to lane area of sand dunes.

6. Adequate rail, highway, and air transportation facilities

available.

7. Very few cloudy days per year.

8. A wide variety of terrain conditions (slopes, soils, surfaces).

9. There are ample silty (dust) areas.

Major disadvantages of having a desert testing station at Yumn are:

1. There are no playas or enclosed basins that are comnon in many

other southwestern deserts. There are no salt deposits.

2. Although several deserts have important rivers flowing across

them., the vast majority of desert areas are far removed from a

perennial stream such as the Colorado River.

Ci
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3. Oumienal.y 1w altitude. There are no p-eat elevation d&.fereioes

which would introduce clitic changes in a shwrt distance such

as occur in Death Valley.

4. There are no clay surfaces of any significant extent.

US3 Of OMaR D.WtSETS

Test teas from various Branches have conducted some research in

other desart areas, but it has boen on a limited scale. The Ordnance

Test Teams have gone from Yuma to Death Valley for several woeks during

the past few summers. Equ•pment can be tested undir several conditions

there that are not available at Yuma. Climatic contrasts are more

extreme and vehicles can be driven from sea level to 5,000 feet elevations

in a few minutes.

The Chemical Corps has a proving ground at Dugway, Utah. It is

situated on a marshy flat with a salt crust. Studies have been made

in the Mojave Desert for the Quartermaster Corps by the University of

Southern California and the University of California at Los Angeles.

The use of test sites in other desert areas is necessary to provide

some environmental conditions which are not found at Yuma. It is

doubtful if ancther location could be selected that would be as well

uituated as Yums is for a permanent installation to provide desert

testing facilities. Except for Leath Valley, no other area within the

United ' ates has such extreme desert conditions. Death Valley would

offer many advantages, but it df6& not have the adequate transportation

facilities atd water supply available. No area, including Yuma, has a

complete range nf environmental situations available. There are probably

almost as many varieties of land forms at the Yuma Test Station as

there are in any other desert locality.

?tIT .~ ,l9
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SUMGMTED RI3SAkm POORAOM

1. Use of aerial )*otographs for studying desert environmental

feature &as a method of coqnarison. This could be done also

In connection with background for every type of testing program

undertaken at the station.

2. Test programs to catalog land forms on a comparative basis.

3. Test programs to catalog vegetation on a comparativs base..

4. Test programs to catalog natural materials on a comparative

basis.

5. Methods of locating ground water (resistivity, seismic,

airphotos) for potential field use.

6. Influence of cultivation and irrigation on local micro-climate.

7. Long range humidity study and comparison with other areas of

( the Southwest and the world.

8. Traffinability studies and comparison with other desert areas.
S.

9. Influence of desert conditions on production testing.

AI RPHOTO MAPPING AND INTERPRETATION PROGRAM

In this study of the environmental conditions of the Yuma Test

Station Area, aerial photographs were used extensively. in the field

they served as a pictorial guide to select routes to reach remote sites

and to map soils, rocks, and terrain in general. In the office they

were used to delineate the Lirders between land forms and other terrain

information.

Ectensive use has been made of airphotos for making studies cf

soils, rocks, and surface featurews. This field wtork at Yuma has provided

data fo&- correlat.ing airphoto patterns of certain desert areas with some

Ci
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,f the environmental conditions. Some of the surface conditions at

"luia and in other desert areas require further field observations

In order to make satisfactory aerial photographic interpretations.

F'or example, desert pavements near Yuma can be identified from

Lirphotos and evaluated as a result of field experience; but no

nethod has been developed for using airphotos to identify pediments

ihen the bedrock surface is covered with alluvial materials.

Several agencies have conducted studies relating to the environ-

mental features of deserts. As far as is known, none of these have

made any particular ase of airphotos. Bven the study described in

this report is primarily a project of mapping and describing the

environmental features at the Yuma Test Station; the use of airphotos

was primarily an expedient in getting this done. An additional

program based on the use of airphotos for interpreting desert surface

features should be of great value to the military. The airphotos

were used for much of the mapping program, but the procedures were

not included here as it is beyond the scope of this report.

It is suggested that a study be initiated to accomplish the

following:

1. Develop techniques for using airphotos to identify and

evaluate desert terrain features for. military purposes.

2. Develop correlationd between desert airphoto patterns at

Yuma with those in other soutbiestem• desert of tO IALed

States.

S3. Develop correlations between desert airphoto patterns of

the United States and airphoto pattefs of other world

deserts.
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It is suggested that a proram of experimental aerial photo-

rapLhy be initiated to accomplish the following

1. Study the effect of acale on desert terrain information.

2. Study the effect of film type on deajert terrain information.

3. Study the effect of season of photography on desert terrain

information.

4. Study the effect of focal length-altitude ratio on desert

terrain information.

It is suggested that a program of radar scope photography be

initiated to determine limitations, reliability, and feasibility of

use for desert terrain analysis.

I
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Two maps are folded in the envelope on the inside back

cover of this report:

Plate I. Land form wap of the Yum Teet Station Area,

shovwig the degree of dlssetion and the general

vegetation.

Plate II. Surfsee mterials map of the Yuma Test Station

Areap showing the soil-rcok typeso method. of

development, and degree of firmness.
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C DIFIITIDOI

ALbitial apron -a series of ooalesoinj alluvial tans that have coabined

to form a 1rarly level plain that elope& very gentAY

away from the adjacent fans or mumtains.

41luvial fan - a sloping, fan-shaped sacs of loose rock material

deposited by a stream at the place whee is t emerges

from an upland into a broad valley or plain (8).

Bad lands - an elevatWd arid region which is seamed and lined with

innumerable deep gullies by the occasional torrential

rain, the normal precipitation being insufficient to

support an adequate protective covering of grass or

other oegetation. (15)

( Canm - a steop-walled valley or gorge in a plateau or mountain-

ous area. (8)

Chemical agent - a solid, liquid, or gas which through its chemical

propertias produces lethal, injurious, or irritant

affects; a screening or colored smoke; or an incendiary

agent. War gases, smokes, and incendiaries are the

three main groups.

Coverage (vegtative) .- the area in the horizontal plane of the crowns

of a given species or of a group of species of similar

life fora. It is conveniently explained as the per

cant of total jround &urface of an area shaded when

the sun is assumed to be at -the zenith.

C
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Crown (vegetative) - The top of a plant that is made up of branches

leaves, a opposed to the roots or trunk. In shrubs

acking a main stem, the entire plant above ground may

be considered its crown.

Deonutaminating agent - substance used to absorb, make harmless, or destro7

chemical or biological agents or to assist in removal

of radioactive meterials.

Density (vegetative) - The average nuber of plants per acre, usually

compated from random samples restricted to a selected

general type of plant comninity.

Desert - An almost barren tract of land in which the precipitation

is so scanty or so spasmodic that it will not adequately

support vegetation. A desert in which absolutely nothing

grows, however, is uncomon; it may be extremely poor

grassland or extremely poor shrub. (15)

Desert pavement - a relatively smooth, mosaic-like area in a desert region,

co.xsisting of pebbles closely packed together after the

removal of finer material. ('65)

Desert varnish - a surface otain or crust of manganese or iron oxide, of

brown or black color and usually -Ath a glistening

luster, which characterizes many exposed rock surfaces

in the desert. It coats not only ledges or rock in

place but also boulders and pebbleb that are scattered

over the surface of the grcAnd. (8)

Dissection - the wor.k of erosion in destroying the continuity of a

relatively even surface by the cuttiug of ravines or

valleya. (a)

A F_ _
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Dominant (vegetative) - The dominaats of a plant commn ity are those

few species which determine to an important degree

the environmental conditions for the subordinate

species by shading, litter and hums aocuumalations

root -competition, chemical antagonism, etc. The

dominants are conspicuous and provide much coverage.

Dune - a hill or ridge of sand that has been piled up by

the wind.

scol, Z - See plant ecology.

Habitat - (vegetative). The place where an individual plant or a

com inity occrs, including all the environmental

conditions within this place.

-riselberg - a small mountain or hill that stands above a desert

plain.

Interl•)uve - used in the vegetational section to designate the

land surface between dry gullies or dry washes and

beyond the reach of flood waters.

Irrigation - the artificial distribution of water on the land in

order to facilitate the cultivation of crops where

otherwise, owing to a deficiency of rainfall, agri.-

culture wuuld be impossible. (15)

Life-form - The general structure of the individial plant body#

taking into account suse, seasonal duratton of leaves,

texture of stemsn, method of oversuuringp, etc. Some

3Ufe.-fonm are tree, shmbo, herb, and stem succulent.

C Per cent error - Onee itaard error divided by the mean, times 10.

If per *ont error does not eee"d 135 vegetational

stml Is considewad acoepjable.

....................................- --
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k Plant ecolog (vegetative) - hat branch o- botany dealing with the

interrelatioAshipe of plants and their environment,

arnd with the strucbure and functions of organized

com"Aties of plants.

a- a Spanish word meaning literally shore or strand; a

level or nearly level area that occupies the lowest

part of a completely closed basin and that is covered

with water at irregular intwrvals, forming a temporary

lake,, (8)

Standard error - One standard error of a mean figure indicates a 66 per

ceat probability that the true mean of the station

sampled falls within the limits indicated.

dtation (vegetative) - An area within which sample plots are distributed

for collecting quantitative data on a single general

plant co nity type occurring in this area. The size

of a station ranges up to several square miles.

Stem-succulent plants - those that have no lea'es, but have green

thickened stems which etore water in pulpy tissue.

The cacti are stem-succulents.

Terrace - a bencb that is situated between a flood plain c-.

stream and an upland.

Vegetation - The display which the plante of an area make collectively;

the domin&at, common, anr. conspiduous plants a,-e those

considered under vegetation, whereaa the flora includes

all species no matter how obscure.
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Wash - A dry channel that is used for run-off whenever

ther4 it sufficient rainfall. It my be wide, narrow,

deep, or shallow. Sametimes called arroyo or dry

'tash.

Tumsa Test S•etion - The area within the borders of the Tum Test Station.

Yum Test Station Area - (or Tvmn Test Area, or toot Statlvi Area) -

The area within tfh4 limits of the area coveed ty ý.be

32-si•oet set of photo-eps, AM 3eries V and

V0988.
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